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Abstract

My objective in this research thesis was to ethnographically document, analyze

and contextualize the lived experiences of postsecondary students with

disabilities. Specific focus in the documentatíon was placed on the relationship

between the social experience of disability and the accessibility of postsecondary

education. The case used to explore these questions was the Universíty of

Manitoba.

Fifteen students volunteered to share their experiences of disability in the

context of their academic programs. Their experiences are informed by social

relationships in a grand built environment of time, space and society. ln this way,

participant experiences place the definitions, meanings and interpretations of

disability at the front of their explanations about lived experience of being

disabled.

Through an analysis of extensive data, sígnificant and overarching themes

eme¡ged Students with disabilities expresl having to put in a great deal of work

to overcome barriers to their education, and they express extreme gratefulness

for the supports that are already available. Beyond this the participants have

proven to be strong advocates for themselves and others in creating an

accessible university experience. The participant experiences are a form of

expertise which makes these people an invaluable resource in any creatíon of

accessibility on a university campus.
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Chapter One: lntroduction

Posfseco ndary Sfudenfs with Disabilities

University education has become more and more essential for employment in our

so-called "knowledge-based" economy. The demand for a more thoroughly

trained workforce has seen a rise in enrolment in postsecondary institutions.

It is widely established that people with disabilities have less success in

finding employment than people who are not disabled (Statistics Canada 1993).

ln the past several decades, the deinstitutionalization of disabled people has

interacted with movements for "disability rights" (among disabled and non-

disabled persons alike) to create a population of citizens who are not only

available to, but who are interested in pursuing postsecondary education as part

of employment goals. Students with disabilities have been accommodated on

university and college campuses in a variety of ways, and at the University of

Manitoba since the early 1980's (Morris-Wales, personal communication 2003).

University education is difficult and challenging for most students. There

are also several rewards and satisfying experiences that come as part of

engagement in such an education. Students with disabilities no doubt face

similar challenges and rewards. This research is an exploration of the university

experiences specific to disabled students. By systematically documenting and

analyzing some of these experiences, I wish to continue the addition of these

people's voices to the knowledge base that informs policy design and seruice

provision.
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Research Quesfions

The objective of my research was to answer three questíons:

1. What are the lived experiences of postsecondary students with disabilities

at the University of Manitoba as described by these students?

2. How can these lived experiences inform the provision of supports and

initiation of accessibility in postsecondary education?

3. How do the lived experiences of postsecondary students with disabilities

contribute to understanding larger theories and concepts about disability in

society?

I addressed these questions with the help of fìfteen students who, at the time of

the research were enrolled in university programs, and who identified themselves

as disabled people, or persons with disabilities.

My Contextu alizin g Experi en ces

As all researchers, my past experiences with disabled people and postsecondary

education create a context into which my enquiry fits. This context is not a

problem for my research, but it bears mention nonetheless. I have worked

several part-time jobs as an attendant care staff, and

residential/recreation/vocational support worker. Through these various jobs, I

have met people with disabilities who are young and old and who represent

diverse personalities and diverse experiences of disability.
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As a postsecondary student, I have attended three universities in Canada

at the graduate and undergraduate levels. Like many students who have

attended university, I have enrolled in courses across almost all disciplines.

My interest in a scholarly approach to disability came about for several

reasons. First, I am interested in conducting research that can be applied

directly with, and for, those people who participate. Second, the nature of

acquired disability leaves me with the sense that "it could happen to anyone,

even me". ln other words, by contributing to the study of disability I am motivated

to support those who are disabled, and at the same time I am motivated to create

a "culture of support" for any who end up acquiring a disability.

My goal in the research and analysis that follows is not to sterilize my

contextualizing experiences. Rather, I am informing you of this context in order

for you to evaluate how I have augmented and expanded upon it through my

enquiry. And indeed, this is the explicit and over-all goal of my scholarship.

Key Terms and Language

Throughout this thesis I will be using several key terms on a consistent basis.

While these terms have multíple origins and uses, I will use them as follows

unless I othenruise specify. Disability is the lived experience of being

disadvantaged and/or dependent in society as a result of culturally constructed

environments of time and space. As I use the term, disability does not require

clinical diagnosis, but does require self-identification. Impairmenf is a

characteristic of one's body or mind that may or may not interact with the

culturally constructed environment to create a disablÍng experience for the
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impaired person. lmpairment can be clinically defined, but is not always

medicalized. Access is the initial and/or continued ease of equal pafticipation or

engagement in one's society and culture. Supporfs are characteristic(s) of the

culturally constructed environment of space and time that partially or wholly

enable full participation by a person with a disability. A barrier is a feature of

time or space (culturally constructed or not) that prevents access to full

participation in society for a person with a disability.

The definitions of disability and impairment, as well as barriers and access

are not without their problems. Scholars have produced analyses and typologies

of some diverse uses and meanings of such terms (Altman 2004). At the same

time, international organizations such as the World Health Organization (WHO)

have built complicated and broad schemes for classifying disability in terms of

clinical assessment and social context (World Health Organization 2004). lt is

beyond the scope of this research to engage fully with the debates and dialogue

on how disability and its lexical ilk are defined by communities of clinicians,

scholars, citizens and others.

That said, sensitivity to the existence of multiple definitions and discourses

is important to the analysis of particípants' personal experiences. ln other words,

participants sometimes adopt specific disability discourse(s) (such as the

biomedical discourse) for pragmatic reasons and yet adopt other discourses

(such as the disability ríghts discourse) when they are advocating for entitlement

to supports.
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A specific note on the nature of ranguage is required at this point.

whether to say "person with a disabilitf' or "disabled persor?,' is an issue I

have yet to resolve. Different scholars, organizations and individuals each have

their own preferences and justifications for choosing either person-centered

language or disability-centered language. Others would see the above as a

simple false dichotomy used to refer to extreme diversity (Tichokosky 2001). Still

other scholars have taken this polemic as a síte of investigation in ítself

(Tichkosky 2001; Finlon-Dajani 2001). ln my encounters with disabled people

and service organizations, the experience of disability is as varied and

heterogeneous as are the understandings of what this experience means. ln

order to do justice to this diversity, and in order to skirt an issue that is

írresolvable in the scope of this research, I will refer interchangeably to this

population as both disabled people and people with disabilities.
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Chapter Two: Background Literature and Theory

Posfsecondary Education and Disability in Canada

Disability and postsecondary education are of course connected in the lived

experiences of students with disabilities. There are deeper connections evident

when one stands back and observes larger social structures. There is little doubt

that the capitalist-industrial mode of production (among other systems) has not

favored or suitably accommodated people with disabilities (Tregaskis 2002;

Drake 2001; Barnes 1996; Oliver 1990; Finklestein 1980). Drake provides a

cogent analysis of the relationship between disabled people, welfare states, and

the capitalist mode of production (Drake 2001). Because states need to keep

people employed in order to maintain healthy industry and commerce, social

safety-net policy is often built to provide discouragingly minimal means-tested

support to disabled people (Drake 2001). Moreover says Drake, in the

administration of services for disabled persons, states have condoned and

licensed clinicians, thereby fostering the existence of the medical model (a model

that locates disability in the individual, and leaves the social environment out of

the equation) (Drake 2001).

Human Resources and Development Canada (HRDC) asserts a well

established fact: university graduates earn more than graduates of college

programs and trade/vocational programs (Human Resources Development

Canada 2003). While people with disabilities exhibit higher rates of

unemployment than their non-disabled counterparts in Canada, it is no surprise
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that research demonstrates that for people with disabilities, the higher the level of

education, the lower the unemployment rate (Fawcett 1996).

ln addition to higher education being a benefit to disabled people, it may

also be a necessity. The emergence of the so called "knowledge-based-

economy" during the past thirty years in Canada creates an employment

environment that demands workers who have more intensive educations.

Beckstead and Vinodrai concluded that this trend has emerged in Canada in a

geographically uniform way, and across all industries (Beckstead and Vinodrai

2003). More interesting still is the finding that "Only 44% of professional

occupations had a postsecondary degree in 1971 but 68% had such a degree in

1 996' (Beckstead and Vinodrai 2003:5).

Because postsecondary education produces employees with more skills

(or at least more credentials), university graduates are more competitively

employable in a knowledge-based-economy. The emergence of the knowledge-

based-economy in Canada has seen new jobs created in sectors other than labor

and manufacturing (recall these sectors have traditionally excluded people with

disabilities). The employment prospects of persons with disabilities (and indeed

Canadians in general) are perhaps more dependent than ever on the attainment

of higher education.

ln terms of policies governíng service provision for disabled people, the

current state of affairs in Canada can be thought of in two ways. First, the

population of Canadians with disabilities itself displays important contextualizing
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features. Secondly, Canadian social policy itself represents a "built environment"

encountered by Canadians with disabilities.

Several features of the population of Canadians with disabilities need

highlighting. According to A Profile of Disabílity in Canada (the PDC) one in eight

(twelve and a half percent) Canadians live with at least one disability (Statistics

Canada; Housing 2002). The PDC explains that these disabilities cover a wide

range of clinically defined experiences; visual and auditory impairments, physical

and cognitive impairments, psychiatric and learning impairments, and several

others (Statistics Canada; Housing 2002).

Of interest in the PDC is the fact that more disabilities are present in

persons between ages 25 and 65 than are present in any other age group

(Statistics Canada: Housing 2002} This is because many disabilities require

chronologícal manifestation in order to be identified, and because, as people age,

they acquire non-congenital impairments (resulting from injury and disease etc.)

(Statistics Canada; Housing 2002). Also of note is the higher rate of women

than men who exhibit disabilities in Canada (Statistics Canada; Housing 2OO2).

Perhaps the most interesting of all features of this population (at least regarding

this research) is their economic status. Forty-eight percent-almost half-of

Canadians with disabilitíes have incomes less than $20 000 CDN per year

(Statistics Canada; Housing 2002).

Social policy regarding disabled persons in Canada is broad and sets out

many requirements of public and private agencies. Several programs are

available specifically for Canadians with disabilities regarding income, education
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and housing. Still other government agencies offer disability-specific programs in

addition to their programs for non-disabled Canadians . Definíng Dísability: A

complex rssue (DD) is a review of laws and programs that are relevant and

available to disabled persons in Canada (Human Resources Development

canada 2003). ln relation to accessing postsecondary education, the DD

document (Human Resources Development Canada 2003) lists a variety of

programs. Although many, these supports may remain inaccessible because of

various and inconsistent application requirements (Ficten l gg5).

Statistics Canada reports that for the year 2001,7820 Manitobans with

disabilities had attained a university education while 105 030 of Manitobans

without disabilities had attained such an education (Statistics Canada 1g93).

The University of Manitoba is a degree-granting postsecondary institution with

programs at the undergraduate and graduate levels in a large variety of

disciplínes. Attendance for the year 2002 at the University of Manitoba consisted

of 21 724 undergraduate and 2852 graduate students (University of Manitoba

Office of lnstitutional Analysis 2004). ln the academic year of 2003-2004, the

University Of Manítoba Office Of Disability Services provided accommodations

for over 600 full and part time students; the year before, only half as many

students were registered at the office (Janalee Morris-wales, personal

communication 2004).

without doubt, disabled canadians are attending and completing

university programs (HRDC 2001; statistics canada 2001,2003). ln terms of

employment, it is apparent that university education can only work to the
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advantage of Canadians with disabilities. This is partly because university

education is beneficial in general and leads to higher rates of employability

(Statistics Canada 2003).

Enrolment at the University of Manitoba has been gradually increasing

over at least the past five or so years (University of Manitoba office of

lnstitutionalAnalysis 2004). As general enrolment rises, it is reasonable to

expect that the enrolment of students with disabilities will keep pace. While

many of these students are using formal services at the University of Manitoba,

there may yet be more students with disabilities who are enrolled but do not use

formal services. ln other words, there is a population of at least 600 or so

students who experience disability in the context of their postsecondary

education.

The significance and value of this research centers around what the

student experiences can tell us about how easy or difficult it is for disabled

people to access a university education. Moreover, this research is significant

because it can tell us about how the disability-education-employment connection

is understood by disabled students themselves.

T h e oreti c al F ra m eworks

The Social Model of Disability

The first of two key theoretical foundations to this research, Social Model Theory

(SMT) has been used by scholars to approach disability for at least twenty years

(Tregaskis 2002; Thomas and Corker 2002). The Social Model of Disability can

be seen as a response to biomedical models that locate the cause of the
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disabled experience within the individual; in this case the individual is seen as

possessing the impairment or attribute (Tregaskis 2002). SMT understands that

disability (and especially meanings of disability) lies outside of the individual and

in the socially constructed world. Experiences of handicap and disability are not

the fault of the person, or as the most important characteristic, but are better

understood as the result of a disabling socíal environment.

Altman explains that the social model defines disability as a "Limit or loss

of opportunities to take part in community life because of physical and social

barriers (Altman 2001:103)." Marks explains further: "The social model focuses

on citizenship rights and the way in which social organization oppresses disabled

people. lmpairment only becomes disabling because of social structures and

organization (Marks 1999:77)|' lmpairment here is distinguished from disability

as a state of being; for example, the presence of a chronic disease or the

absence of an arm or leg is merely a state of being until "...social organization

oppresses..." the person with the impairment (Marks lggg:77).

The real value of sMT in my research can be better understood by

understanding the roots of the framework. The civil rights movements of the

1960's and 1970's, as well as the mass de-institutionalization of people with

disabilities are often regarded as events that set the stage for the birth of SMT

(DeJong 1979). Some scholars maintain that the agitation for rights for disabled

people was its own civil rights movement, akin to those carríed out for women's

and minority rights (Driedger 1989).
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During the 1970's, disabled people, service providers and others began to

mobilize in resistance against the parentalistic and ubiquitous biomedical model

of disability and rehabilitation. ln Great Britain, disabled persons organizations

were making their voices heard (Union of the Physically Disabled Against

Segregation 1976), while scholars were articulating elemental principles of SMT

(Finklestein 1980; Oliver 1983). At roughly the same time, the lndependent

Living (lL) movement was picking up momentum in the US and Canada. Again,

a group of disabled people, service providers and other organizations were

proactively addressing the problem of rehabilitation medicine in the experience of

disability (DeJong 1979).

While the idea of disability-as-social-construction may not seem very novel

in the context of current academic anthropology, it was a pivotal and

emancipatory concept as articulated by consumers in the early days of SMT.

This articulation was a statement of resistance from a traditionally subjugated

group (disabled people) to a state-supported "scientific" institutional power

(biomedicine) about voice, human rights and entitlement (Charlton 1998).

ln spite of this resistance-turned-theoretical model (SMT), biomedicine

continues to be a culture of status and authority when it comes to the

administration of services for disability. Elementary and high school students in

Manitoba who require special accommodations as a result of impairment can

only gain access to such accommodations once clinical assessment is complete

(Gerald Farthing, personal communication 2003). Students at the University of

Manitoba must also provide documentation authorized by a clinician in order to
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receive accommodations from the Disability Services Office (Janalee Morris-

Wales, personal communication 2004).

The consumer-centered approach of SMT is central to an understanding

of how postsecondary students with disabilities access education. Service

professionals, clinicians, universities, and students with disabilities are engaged

in relationships of status and authority as accommodations are provided or not

provided. SMT is best able to understand these politicized relationships, and

indeed, is best suited to my research.

The nucleus of SMT, as I see it, regards disability as a fundamentally

social experience in an environment of physical, temporal, socio-cultural and

institutional construction. The experience of disability, while informed by

ímpairments and other culture-independent aspects of identity, is still largely

social, and therefore connected to issues of status and authority. lt is the socially

constructed environment where I will focus my research in order to uncover the

answers to my research questions.

The Built Environment

Plugging into the social model of disability, I take the concept of the built

environment (BE) as my second theoretical underpinning. While this concept

has often referred to the physical architecture of spaces, I expand it here to

include social, temporal, and administrative spaces.

Having said that, I must acknowledge the application of this concept by

the field of academic architecture to issues of disability. During the lnternational

Year of the Disabled (1981), a research colloquium was held in Sweden titled
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"The Built Environment and the Handicapped". Goldsmith presented a paper at

the event where he outlined the role of the architect as an "enable/' (Goldsmith

1981). Although his argument sounded a lot like those put fonruard by

rehabilitation professionals, Goldsmith's contribution is key. By suggesting

macro-environmental changes to public space as an option to work in tandem

with the micro-environmental adaptations for individuals, Goldsmith helped to pull

our understanding of disability into the social and away from the individual.

Architects are designers of physical space only, yet the idea of enablement

through macro-environmental design is worth carrying foruard. ln the same way

that buildings are designed by social actors and institutions, so too are policies

and practices designed. The professional skills required for such design may

differ, but the constructions produced are nonetheless features of an

environment occupíed by society.

The built environment represents as manifest the beliefs and values of the

society that creates it. Campus quads, social conventions of proximity, calendars

and funding applications are all examples of the culturally constructed; they

represent a grand built environment designed by people rn society, and they are

representative of the beliefs and values of those people. Moreover, if society is

politicized in terms of the distribution of status and authority, so too are the

constructs produced by society. Put another way: "Design aesthetics reflect

certain idealized assumptions about the inhabitants and users of the built

environment. ln different ways, designer "ablism" is a central feature of classical,

modern and post-modern architecture (Marks 1999:82)."
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Moreover, the BE can also be seen as the manifestation of the recent

global forces of transnational capital and a shift away from manufacturing

industry to service and information based industries (Knox 1987). ln other words,

it is not just local social forces that can dictate notions of form and function, but in

addition the global distribution, exchange and consumption of resources also

plays a role. Laws views the built environment in yet another way; as the

manifestation of oppressive knowledges in urban space, and as sites for the

resistance of one group against another (Laws 1994).

Knox, Laws, and Marks tend to focus on the physical built environment in

their analyses. ln order to properly create foundations for my analyses, I must

expand this notion. F:r the purposes of my research I consider the built

environment as the socially constructed world of human interaction. ln other

words, I follow scholars such as Fichten and include buildings, urban planning,

transportation, time, calendars and policy as part of my understanding of barriers

to access (Fichten 1995). Fichten identifies what she calls "hidden barriers" in all

of these places-from interpersonal interaction between students, instructors,

services providers and government, to social policy and funding options for

students, to the physical structure of university campuses.

Agaín, this study has been open to documenting a// barriers and aids to

accessing postsecondary education. I make no presupposition about the types

of barriers or aides to access that are encountered by disabled students. My

concept of the grand built environment (GBE) is designed to allow for any

possible experience of barriers expressed by students with disabilities. As well,
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the (GBE) is a concept that aptly interfaces with the SMT; by taking into account

the politicized nature of socially constructed time and space, the (GBE) leaves

room for analyses that address political actors/designers such biomedicine,

government and postsecondary institutions.

D i s ab i I ity an d th e Anth ro p ol o g i c al Literatu re

Disability studies (DS) has emerged recently from "intellectual roots in the social

scíences, humanitíes and rehabilitation sciences (Albrecth, Seelman, and Bury

2001)." The Society for Disability Studies describes its disciplinary namesake as

being inter-disciplinary; as understanding disability as a social construction; as

having a cross-cultural and multinational perspective; and as encouraging the

participation of disabled people as scholars and students (The Society for

Disability Studies 2004). The Society also locates disability in context as a

feature of human experience on par with race, gender, class and sexual

orientation (The Society for Disability Studies 2004).

Disability studies and the anthropological approach have been late to

marry (lngstad and Whyte 1995; Kasnitz and Shuttleworth 2001). That said,

anthropology has much to offer. The foci on "otherness", social construction,

cross-cultural analysis and the way societies differentiate power are all features

of ethnographíc engagement which make an anthropology/dísability studies

marriage more than promising (Kasnít and Shutfleworth 2001).

And indeed, this marriage has produced valuable contributions to both

disciplines. For example, the anthropological concept of social liminality has

been used by scholars such as Murphy and Willet. These scholars explain that
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the experience of disability lies in between the "normal" physical experience of

health and functionality on the one hand, and the illness experience or "sick role"

on the other (Murphy et.al.198B; and Willet et.al. 2001). Still others have taken

more recent concepts such as embodiment and reflexive ethnographic practice

as seed for investigating disability (Colligan 2001).

Key issues in recent study of disability have included social stratification

(Jenkins 1991), globalization (Enns, Krassioukova, and Derksen 2004), and

feminísm (Boylan 1991;Kittay, silvers, and wendel2002; Morris 1996).

Feminism represents a particularly important case of the intersection between

disability studies and other disciplines. Feminist approaches tend to see

disability as creating a dual problem for women who are already in positions of

patriarchal oppression (Boylan 1gg1 ; Wendell 1996, 1992). I believe that an

understanding of this dual problem is very important to understanding why and

how disabled women engage in postsecondary education. lndeed, several

female participants highlighted issues of gender and parenting as connected with

their experiences of disability.

Studies of disability and postsecondary education are also prolific and

relevant to my research. The Canadian Center on Disabilíty Studies (CCDS)

produced their Phase one Repoñ on the transitions from school to work

experienced by postsecondary students with disabilities (CCDS 2003). The

study examined forty students and nine service providers at postsecondary

institutions in four Canadian Cities (including Winnipeg, where eighteen of the

forty students attended) (CCDS 2003). Ten of the forty students in the research
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were male, thirty were female; twenty-eíght student participants were under the

age of thirty-five; just over half of the students reported their 2001 personal

incomes to be below $10 000 CDN; finally, twenty-six of the forty participants

reported attending and graduating from universities, unlike the others who

completed programs at colleges or other institutions (ccDS 2003). while

focusing on post-program employment, the CCDS study did explore issues and

experiences faced by students during their programs. Program choíce,

disclosure of disability, reasons for success, obstacles and educational

aspirations were among the topics queried on in the research (CCDS 2003).

Scholars outside of Canada have also been active in recent years;

Holloway (2001) used semi-structured interviews to study postsecondary

students with disabilities in the UK. As part of her research, Holloway highlights

stud ents' experien ces of accessi n g fin ancia I su pport, encou nteri ng ad min istrative

departments and accessing buildings and facilities (Holloway 2001). lt is

important to note the context-dependent recommendations made by the research

participants in Holloway's study. ln other words, the policies and administrative

practices in the UK impact directly the recommendations made by students

interviewed (Holloway 2001).

Low used an ethnographic approach (unstructured interuiews and a focus

groups in specific) to investigate the university experiences of nine students at "a

large canadian university (Low 1996:235)." Low's analysis focuses on the

apparent contradictory nature of the negotiation of disabled and non-disabled

identities by students with disabilities (Low 1996). With a focus on the social
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interaction of "deviant" identities in the general student population, Low pinpoints

integration of such students as problematic (Low 1996).

A more intensive undertaking was conducted in the research of Hill

(1992). Using a three part survey questionnaire, Hill collected data on services

(offered by the universities) for students with disabilities at twenty-seven

Canadian universities (Hill 1992). The surveys were mailed to, and completed

by, the Coordinators of services for students with disabilities at each of the

universities in the study (Hill 1992).

The research proposed in this document fits appropriately into the above

context. The focus, unlike the CCDS report, will be exclusively on the barriers

and aids encountered during the participants' experiences at university as they

access education. Although work has been done elsewhere in very recent years,

it (as in the case of Holloway's work) has yielded site and state-specific

recommendations disconnected in many ways from the CanadÍan context. ln a

significant departure from the work of Low, this study intends to produce a more

focused and applicable knowledge (that may be used to inform policies and

procedures) based on the experiences and advice of students with disabilities. ln

an even more significant departure from the work of Hill, this research will not

engage seruice providers, instead focusing on student participants. Moreover,

the data collection methods will be more open-ended than the ínstrumentation of

a survey questionnaire.

The multi-disciplinary approach, the focus on disability-as-social-

construction, the importance of reflexive research conducted by and with
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insiders, and the broad international/cross-cultural gaze are key features of

disability studies. Anthropology and the ethnographic is both enriched by and

mirrored in disability studies. The ethnographic literature on experiences of

disability is vast and varied.

Summary

Through the use of Social Model rheory and the concept of the Buílt

Environment I aim to situate my research into the context of other similar

endeavors in anthropology and disability studies. My approach is designed to be

open to all possible answers to my research questions. The specific design and

research instruments are described in the next chapter.

ln addition, I hope to expand on the theoretical components of SMT and

the GBE. I have explained above how these components have been formulated

and used by scholars and cítizens. Below I will explore how the participant

narratives bring other features to bear on how disabled people Ínteract with the

GBE and on the nature of disablement through social construction.
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Chapter Three: Research Methods

Ihe Research Setting and Participant Population

A medíum-sízed Canadian university, the University of Manitoba, was the site of

my research and inquiry. I conducted fifteen semi-structured interviews with

students. All participants were enrolled in studies at this university during their

participation in the research. The fifteen represent a wide variety of demographic

and experiential cases. Appendix 1 lists participant pseudonyms and general

features.

Padicipants began approaching me immediately after the recruitment was

undertaken. They ranged in age from eighteen to seventy-one years old, five

were male, and ten were female. Over half of the participants were over the age

of thirty. All but three were enrolled in bachelor's-level programs; the others were

engaged in MA and PhD programs. Seven participants were married at the time

of the research. Of the unmarried participants, three lived with their common-law

partners. Six of the participants had children, although two of these people had

adult children.

ln terms of ethnic origins, the particípants were all but homogeneous.

Thirteen were Euro-canadian, one was an immigrant from Eastern Europe

(Jennifer); another had recently emigrated from Latin America (Carlo); and the

other (Norma) emigrated from South America more than a decade ago. Carlo,

Jennifer and Norma all learned English as their second or third language.
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Participants qualified to be a part of the research if they were at the time of

the research, or within five years, enrolled in any program at the site university.

Participants also had to be eighteen years of age or older in order to be involved.

The research setting was a medium sized Canadian university with

between fifteen and twenty thousand full time students in attendance. The

campus is home to undergraduate, graduate, and health sciences programs.

Like almost all Canadian universities, services exist on-site for students who

have documented disabilities.

Participant Recruitment

I recruited participants in two ways. First, I posted large notices throughout the

campus' central building. The poster can be viewed in Appendix Two. The

second recruitment tool was a letter sent electronically to a list of all students

currently registered at the campus office providing services to disabled students

(this letter can be found in Appendix 9). While the poster would no doubt have

been inaccessible as a recruiting device for students with visual impairments, the

emailed letter may have offset this exclusion. Students who are blind or visually

impaired typically have access to screen-reading software for their computers in

order to access text messages. Having said that, there may have been visually

impaired students that were not on the Disability Services distribution list, and

that would therefore have been excluded from the invitation.

Over 20 prospective participants responded over a period of four months

from October 2004 to January 2005. I corresponded with these people through

telephone and email. Some interested students fell out of touch and did not
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respond to my successive attempts to set up interviews. Other participants

became interested after the research stage of the project was complete. ln all,

fifteen students participated in interviews.

Research Design

My research design was based on ethnographic methods. I set out using

qualitative methods (semi-structured interviews and participant observatíons) to

document participant experiences. Participant observation proved to be

unsuccessful; participants were more interested in the interview context. My

approach helped create open-ended encounters where participants could

express themselves with few confines.

I was only focused on specific events or incidents inasmuch as they could

help me get at the way participants created and interpreted the meanings of

these experiences. ln other words my research was not about uncovering how

many times students had difficulty receiving their accommodations or how often

they found support from off-campus organizations. Rather, these specific events

and incidents are valuable to my analysis because they reveal how students

understand and interpret their disabilities in the postsecondary context.

I identified with many features of my participant population from the

beginning because I am a university student at the same institution because I am

a university-aged Euro-Canadian, because I speak English as my first language

and share much of the cultural history of the participants. To me, the people I

talked to were not "exotic others" whose "heads I had to get into". Rather, I
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viewed the participants as people in my own culture and society who differ from

me in a variety of ways, and specifically in terms of their experiences of disability,

The open-ended flexibility of the research encounter offered me the

opportunity to keep with an important ethnographic method and proceed

inductively (Emerson et. al. 1995:166). ln other words, I was not attempting to

find instances in participant experience that necessarily fit into pre-existing

theories. lnstead, I was building theory (or adding to existing theory) on the

meanings of the disability experience.

Ethical Considerations

The research proposal for this project was approved by the Joint Faculty

Research Ethics Board of the University of Manitoba. Several factors were

considered and addressed in the interest of making this research ethically viable.

Free and informed consent was obtained from each participant at the beginning

of the first interview encounter (the form for informed consent can be found in

Appendix. Participants were given the opportunity to ask questions about the

research and their role. ln the one case where an American Sign Language

(ASL) interpreter was employed, a separate agreement of confidentiality was

read and signed by the interpreter (the form can be found in Appendix 5).

Finally, two transcriptionists were hired to transcríbe the interview audiotapes.

The transcriptionists each read and signed an agreement of confidentiality (see

Appendix 6).

During the research project I had been employed as an invigilator and in-

class note-taker at the University of Manitoba office of Disability Services. This
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position had afforded me the acquaintance of several students registered with

the service. As part of my ethics protocol approval, I submitted a memorandum

of understanding to my direct superuisor at Disability Services (Janalee Morris-

Wales) and copied this letter to Dr. Lynn Smith (then the director of Student

Advocacy/Student Resource Services at the university). This document

(Appendix 4) spelled out the nature of my research, my employment with the

Disability Seruices Office, and the steps I would take to maintain my

responsibilitíes as both employee and researcher.

After interview data were collected and before analysis was complete, my

role at the Disability Services office changed. I withdrew from my position as

invigilator/note-taker and took the position in the same office as accessibility

advisor. ln this new position I had access to confidential student files that were

maintained by the office. At the time my position began I had conducted fifteen

interviews with student participants and was attempting to interview others who

had come fonrvard with interest in the research. I consulted the chair of the

JFREB at this time for advice. After a couple of discussions with the chair and

with my own thesis committee, I decided to discontinue data collection-this

included both any new initial interviews and any follow-up interviews.

Some participants in my research were also registered students with the

office of Disability Services. ln order to assure these participants of my intentions

and their rights to confidentialíty and anonymity, I provided them with the

opportunity to give ongoing consent. The form for this consent can be found in

Appendix 7. I assured each participant that I would not access any privileged
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information through my employment in order to further the research. Moreover, I

advised all interested participants who had not yet been interviewed that I was

ending data collection as a result of my new role as a service provider.

Roughly 600 students were registered with the office of Disability Services

at the time of the data collection phase of this research. While this is a relatively

large number of possible paÉicipants (made larger by the students who are not

formally registered but who could qualify for services), it was not reasonable for

me to guarantee absolute confidentiality and anonymity to the participants.

Rather, I assured them that I would take steps (some of these are outlined

above) to ensure as much confidentiality and anonymity as possible. ln my

analysis and display of participant interview narratives I have made various

attempts to continue to hide their specific identities from being noticed. ln some

places I have referred to a student's disability in vague terms, in other places I

have changed or removed the names of such features as specific courses or

instructors. ln this process I have tried not to diminish the integrity of

participants' accounts while preserving anonymity.

Qualitative lnterviews

The bulk of my research data was collected during semi-structured, in-depth

interviews. lnterested participants were invíted to choose a location where they

felt comfoñable and at ease. Options such as prívate classrooms, coflee shops

and private offices were given to the participants. I met the fifteen students for

the ínte¡views on campus in a variety of such locations. I asked three of the

participants to meet for second interviews so we could complete the questions
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and discussion involved. On average, interviews lasted between forty-five and

eighty-five minutes.

After participants had read and signed the consent form I began the

interview by explaining the research in greater detail than displayed on the

recruitment poster or the consent form. The questions on the interview schedule

(see Appendix 3) were used as a guide. Often participants would begin

answering one question, and address several others through their elaboration. lt

was never my intention to document specific incidents and locations experienced

by specific participants. ln other words, the interview was not a fact-finding

encounter. Rather, I wanted participants to express thoroughly their

understandings and emotions regarding the experience of disability.

Data and Analysis

All but one of my fifteen participants agreed to have their interviews tape-

recorded. The taped interviews were transcribed by two professional research

transcriptionists. The interview that was not recorded on tape was documented

on paper. I kept various journal notes during the research process in order to

facilitate my memory and to act as a check against any biases that may have

emerged later in the analysis phase. Once three interviews had been completed

and transcribed, I began broad coding and analysis ín order to draw out relevant

categories that would later become my themes. The list of categories grew

rapidly as I coded successive intervíews, and I kept it relevant by using my

research questions and interview schedule as a guideline.
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It bears mention here that the participant data are not íntended to be a

representative sample of what all university students with disabilities experience.

Rather, the selected participant experiences may shed light on possible areas

which are worth more serious investigation and help to build our overall

theoretical understanding of the topic of disability and postsecondary education.

Summary

My research was focused on ethnographic data collection in order to document

and interpret the experiences of postsecondary students with disabilities. After I

received ethics approval, I conducted intensive semi-structured interuiews with

fifteen participants over three months. I analyzed the data after all interviews had

been completed.
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Ghapter Four: The Research Participants

Character Skefches

The fifteen research participants had much to tell me. Before I present and

represent their voices I need first to provide some "character sketches" to help

orient the reader.

Brad: 31-year-old man, single with no children, BEd program.

Brad appeared to be a confident and self-assured man. He has been

active in disability advocacy and displayed some strong yet measured opiníons

on accessibility in postsecondary education. He ís in the later years of his

program and had as much to tell me about his personal social experiences with

his disability as he did about his opinions about disability and advocacy.

Garlo=44-year-old man, married with children, BSC program.

A mature student, carlo speaks English as a second ranguage. He

juxtaposes his current university of Manitoba experience with his past

experiences in South America. University has been difficult for Carlo and his

family. He worked very hard in many science courses and related to me that hís

wife was a very big help to him during his program.

Gharlotte:24-year-old woman, single, no children, BA program.

Charlotte thinks actively about disability and activism in the postsecondary

context. For her, understanding disability service provision in university requires

the context of accessibility services in high school. At the same time, she brings

levity to her experience through a whimsical and subfle attitude toward
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advocating for her own accommodations. Her whimsy is replaced by persistence

and tenacity when she advocates for wider changes to university accessibility.

Geanette: 31-year-old woman, single, no children, MA program.

Geanette has had many postsecondary experiences in different programs

at more than one institution. Her experience has been varied and sometimes

very difficult. She emphasizes a narrative of resilience in her account of the

disability experiences with a focus on how her high school and undergraduate

encounters have made her tenacious and disciplined in her current program.

lnez:48-year-old woman, married, no children, PhD program.

My interview with lnez moved back and forth between ethnographic

research and one-on-one social science seminar. lnez has advocated for her

own accommodations many times and, as an instructor she advocated for

students in her classes who have disabilities. She has a well thoughlout and

systematic approach to dealing with her disability, and her thoughts are well-

articulated when it comes to her rights as a student with a disability

Jason: 19-year-old male, single, no children, BSC program.

Jason was in his second year at university when I interviewed him. He

lived with his family and cited them as a major support for him while he attended

classes. ln terms of his experiences as a disabled student, Jason found that

physical barriers (doors without automatic push-buttons, snow-covered paths in

the winter) were his biggest concerns.
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Jennifer: 23-year-old woman, married, no children, BA program.

Jennifer uses American Sign (ASL) as her first language. She does not

see herself as a person wíth a disability. lnstead, she regards her deafness as a

qualíty of diversity that gives to her different strengths and weaknesses than

those experienced by people who are not deaf. While she wishes that other

students on campus would be more engaged with her, she finds a strong

community in her family and the community of other people who use ASL.

Larissa: 32-year-old woman, married with children, BSC program.

Larissa related her experiences with frustration and perseverance in much

the same way as Geanette. where Geanette cited her parents as a maín

support, Larissa cited her husband. Larissa studies full-time while her family is

supported by one income. ln addition to her academic responsibilities, she finds

the role of mother and partner challenging at times.

Lisa: 24-year-old woman, single, no children, MSC program.

Lisa has much initiative in finding services and accommodations relating

to her disability at university. This is not to say she has an easy time of it, but

that she always winds up with what she needs. ln addition to conventional

supports for disabled students, Lisa finds that her boytriend contributes a great

deal to her academic success.

Liz: 36-year-old woman, single, no children, BFA program.

Liz appears as an interesting and quirky fine arts student who is very

interested in expressing herself through many mediums to many audiences.
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When it comes to her mental health disability, Liz is an active advocate and has

many strong opinions about society, stigma and accessibility.

Nicola:4O-year-old woman, married with children, BA program.

Nicola finds a great deal of support from her family as she attends classes

at the university. She spent a lot of time with me in the interview explaining the

nuances and intricacies of how her mental health disability impacts her academic

experiences.

Norma: 71-year-old woman, married wíth children, BA program.

Norma appeared to me as an inteiligent, confident and soft-spoken

woman in her early seventies. She told me how she was attending university not

to build a career, but to keep her mind engaged as she grows older. she

described a colorful and full life to me-a life that took place before she began

attendíng classes at the university. For Norma, her disability experience with

visual impairment is very much ínterwoven with her experiences of aging.

Robert: 21-year-old male, single, no children, BA program.

Robert was very quiet during the interview and remained interested but

guarded' Robert's mental health disability relates to key experiences in hís past.

For him, these experiences and the consequences of them have more

importance than his disability ítself. He finds university accessible and feels he is

well accommodated.

Serge: 44-year-old male, married with children, BEng program.

serge seemed to me to be wise beyond his years. He explained his
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disability along with his coping strategies with calmness and deliberation. He has

had several experiences advocating for himself in order to receive services on

campus for his neurological disability. ln spite of this, Serge showed no intense

emotion or frustratíon.

Treena: 1B-year-old woman, single, no children, BA program.

Treena appeared to me to be an enthusiastic student in the social

sciences who has been actively building her identity as a person with a disabilíty

for as long as she can remember. she is actively focused on the way her

personal disability experiences intersect with what she is studying in her program

about society, disability and dífference.

All participants had one obvious feature in common: they were interested

in this research and offering me their stories and experiences. ln answering my

research question I have not been able to acquaint you with these people in the

way that I know them. What I hope you will take away from thís section is a

sense of the various personalities and how this impacts the narratives that follow.

Represen tation and Voice

ln representing participant experiences I wish to provide expansive description. I

have done this by providing many detailed quotes from participant interviews and

from my other encounters with these students. where appropriate, I

contextualize these quotes for clarity. More often however, I leave participant

accounts as free-standing as possible in order to give as much voice to them as

this form allows.
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The extent to which I have chosen to represent participant voices is a

function of my research question. This representation is also a function of where

the data has taken me. ln other words, as I build theory out of the participant

descriptions and experiences, I am selective. Hertz explaíns:

The respondent's voice is almost always filtered through the author's account. Authors
decide whose stories (and quotes) to display and whose to ignore. The decision to
privilege some accounts over others is made while developiñg theories out of the data
collected (1997:xii).

The research data collection was informed by two specific research questions.

This fact limits the range to which the data can be represented, but it does not

mean that other interpretations and representations are not possible.

I am interested in building theory about how postsecondary experiences

are lived out by people with disabilities. I am also concerned about doing justice

to the participants' delivery of narrative. Put another way; the participants have

all been exposed to a university education similar to my own. As they articulate

their experiences, participants use many tools of explanation familiar to me and

my ilk in the social sciences.

I want to expose you to a landscape of experiences and understandings.

The most valuable and striking themes to come out of my research encounters

were as follows: the disability experience; encountering the institution; advocacy;

barriers, supports and personal strategies; and advice to other students with

disabilities.
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where my own voice appears in quotes from the research, I use my own

first name. ln all instances where participants are referred to I use the

pseudonyms listed in the previous section.
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Chapter Five: The Disability Experience

At the centre of my research and at the centre of participant interviews was the

experience of having a dísability or being a disabled person. Each participant

had something to say about their own particular experience. Two key

dimensions emerged from the data on participant experiences: diversity across

cases, and the impact of context on the disabílity experience.

Diversity and Variability

Diversity across cases of dísability experience was evident even from the pre-

analysis stage of the research. Lisa spoke about her disability experíence played

out specifically related to her physical experience of campus as follows (l asked

her if fatigue was an issue she had to deal with as part of her disability):

Big, big fatigue. That's when it [my disabitity] reoccurred in
universíty, that was the biggest thing that t couldn't stay awake in
c/ass. uh, I'd try as much as I could but I can deatwi{h the uh,
actual paín usíng medicatíon but the fatigue is the biggest problem.
.. -The rheumatoid arthrítis has been a ftíte harder tõóope' with.
Mobility, I mean in the first couple of years I was deating with ít here
at the uníversity it wasn't too bad because I was atl in one buílding
[with my c/asses/. so ff was. ..1 could use the elevators. t could
drop a couple of courses , now engineering I am, with one of our
buildings gone, lam all overthe place [attending c/ass ín muttipte
buildingsl.......like running across campus type-of thing. tt takes
me a little bit longer. IJm, especially when [my disabit'tty ¡s] realty
affecting my joints. l,ll be timping across.

Lisa goes on to talk about the social experience of her disability when dealing

with instructors and disclosing their disability:

Brian: what do you feel is the worst that coutd happen when it
comes to lettíng a prof know?

Lisa: They treat me differentty.
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Brian: How so?

Lisa: It's really hard to quantify. I know they treat me differentty
becauselamagírl.

...The invísible disability is a lot harderto dealwith than, in my
opiníon maybe then a vísible disability. Even though it may
even...a visible disability may restrict me even more but the profs
can quantify it and then they go yes, ok, you deserue this
[accommodation]. Whereas they don't know if I actually deserue
[an accommodation for a disability they cannot see].

It is important to point out how Lisa believed her instructors to be suspicious of

her entitlement to disability related accommodations. Her observation was that

they had this suspicion because they could not themselves obserue her disability.

Her comment about being treated differently will be visited shortly in light of how

gender and disability experiences interconnect.

Norma explained during the interview how her vision disability played out

for her in two significant ways. First, she experiences it socially in the form of

embarrassment:

...1 don't like anybody to know that I can't see red or recognize
[their face] and all that. ...1 usually tell the sfudenfs [t know] íf they
see /ne on the bus or anything call out to me or even íf they see /ne
on campus, call out and uh, so they understand.

secondly, Norma has a problem experíencing the physical space of campus:

Brian: Right. so getting around campus, Iíke watking to and from
c/ass and stuff like that, do you find that's a problem for you?

Norma: um, just seeing the numbers and the staff on the doors
and if there's no clear índicatíon as to where somethíng ís, or an
offíce, um, then I am in trouble. (laughs) I don't know where to go
or..J get lost quite easily in the Tier [building]...

Norma's and Lisa's experiences show the juxtaposition of physical and

social experiences of disability. Both women had different disabilities, yet both
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found difficulty in their encounters with the physical space of campus. At the

same time the two participants emphasize the social experience of their

disabilities. While this experience did not appear as intense for them as their

physícal ones, Lisa and Norma are conscious of how they are regarded by others

(students and instructors) as they engage campus and their educations.

Some participants seemed to experience the social dimensions of their

disabilities with ire in place of embarrassment. Treena experiences the visually

conspicuous nature of her disability as follows:

Brian: So what I mean, you mentioned before you talked about the
visibility of your disability...how have you experienced that?

Treena: um, I thínk I should have a shi¡'t that says stare at me
please because that's [my disability is] an interesting thing.

Brian: People do or they don't?

Treena: They do. Like a guy was staring at me and he was walking
as he was staring and he ran into a wail. Like, be a litile more
discrete right? And the thing with my disability is you have no idea
what condítion [caused ít] because it,s not visíbte.

For other students the experience of their disability did not involve aspects

like the physical and social ones described above. Liz describes how she

experiences her mental health disability ín her education at university (here ís an

excerpt from her answer to a question about her overall experience at university):

...well there are more days that I feel líke quitting then I do feel tike
goíng on.

... I don't have many happy days. you know, how the average
person ís not happy then they are sad?
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...1 am just lucky that I can get out of the house some days. I am
iust lucky that I can get out of bed that day. t am tucky that t can
get down and see my doctor that day.

...1 cannot get up for seven o'clock in the morníng and just...that
does not work. Like when I have to do exams for example, like my
exarns this year are scheduled at ten o'clock. That's murder for
me. That's murder. That's iust too early because my medícations
are still really thíck in my system and t am really groggy. And I am
very uh, groggy. rt takes me a rot, Iike I usuaily, íf t am having a
good day and I am stable, I need to sleep ín. And I am not out of
bed until eleven o'clock and then t can think.

For Liz the experience is not related to the physical or social realities of campus,

but instead focuses on the temporal aspects. Schedules and timing are alarge

feature of how the university operates. For Liz, it is the challenge to meet this

feature that characterizes her experience.

ln separate interviews lnez and Serge describe how they experience

multiple disabilities outsíde of the physical and social spaces of campus. part of

their descriptions follow:

Inez: Seríously. Um, when you take atlthe medication that I am
required to take, your concentratíon drops. Memory problems. And
I am suffering with some cognitive word finding probiems. Some of
the meds I take create other problems. So, ff's tike t am functioning
ín a fog most of the time.

Serge; ...Well ok, obviously there's fhose [medication] síde effects I
have to deal wíth and the seizures themselves obvioisly uh, as it
relateg to school so, you know, when they occur I have-to catch up
with the materialthat l,ve failen behind on.

lnez and Serge did not refer to their disabilities in specific when relating their

experiences. lnstead, they focused on the impact of treatment (medications) as

the major problem encountered. Like Liz,lnezand Serge do not cite the physical

or social aspects of campus as the center of their experiences.
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The people who shared their experiences in this research each drew their

focus to different aspects of their disabilities and the environment around them.

Some cited the physical, social or temporal aspects of university education.

Others characterized their experiences not in terms of external features, but of

internal and personal difficulties. This is not to say that the latter group of

participants was willing to take on their disabilities as their own problem.

The experience of being disabled and attending university was also

described as intensely emotional and frustrating at times. For some students this

frustration was the direct result of acquiring accommodations from instructors

and seryice providers. For others, the disability experience was emotional in the

university context because of day-to-day encounters with the physical and social

space of campus.

The research participants were a diverse group of peopre in many

respects, not just in terms of their disability experiences. Other dimensions of

these peoples' lives (family, gender, race, class) all impact the way in which they

experience their disabilities.

Context

The nature of participant experiences was set into and impacted by the contexts

of family, gender, ethnicíty and class. Having received positive encouragement

from parents and siblings during childhood can of course provide self-confidence

later in life. This self-confidence became a critical part of Geanette's experience

with her disability. After telling me much about her personal history and

disability, she explained how her family came into the picture:
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...my parents always had undying support for me and an incredible
belief that I was the most inteltigent person in the world and if t
wanted the sun, the moon, the stars and the skies on a sílver ptatter
I would get it because I can achieve whatever the hetl I want
because I am Geanette. And so there was never any question
about suppor-t or love or belíef. And so because of that, my
father...like my father didn't go to university and I think he-always
wanted [my brother] and lto go so he woutd just be tike oh weli
when you finish high school you'll got to university and so Ijust
always accepted that.

Geanette describes her disability experience at university as many difficulties

followed by perseverance. She explained time and again that it was her parents'

encouragement that allowed for her to become the tenacious student she now is.

According to Geanette, it is that tenacity that allows her to succeed at university

in spite of having a disability.

While the female participants díd not specifically characterize their

disability experiences in terms of their gender, it was nonetheless a

contextualizing factor. ln an excerpt listed earlier, Lisa touches on how her

femininity confounded her understandíng of her how her disability was perceived

by others:

Brian: what do you feel is the worst that could happen when it
comes to letting a prof know?

Lisa: They treat me dífferenily.

Brian: How so?

Lrsa: lt's really hard to quantífy. I know they treat me differenly
becauselamagirl.

Lisa expressed to me that when she perceived her instructors treating her

differently from other students (taking it "easier on he/'), she knew thís had

something to do with her gender, but she did not know if it had anything to do
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with her disability. That said she suspects that disclosure of herself as disabled

to an instructor may result in different treatment. For her, the personal features

of her disability and her gender made (or could make) the instructors' treatment

of her appear ambiguous. This observation is critical to understanding how the

experiences of disabled people and those of women are similar. Feminist

analyses of disability suggest that women who are disabled encounter the double

oppression of patriarchy and ableism (Boylan 1gg1 ;Kittay, Silvers, and Wendel

2}}2:lt[orris 1996). Lisa's experíence suggests that where a disabled woman

only experiences discrimination for either gender or disability, they are stíll

frustrated by not knowing which one is the case.

For others, disability experience in the context of femininity is less

ambiguous. When I asked her about how she experiences her disability on

campus, Treena explained to me that she feels unsafe on campus after dark:

.-.you would never ever catch me walking through that quad past
dark. Never. Ever. lt's not lit at all. Honesily, if you put my arms
around my upper and you'll I wouldn't be able to move my arms and
they aren't strong enough to get out.

Treena's disability impacts the use of her arms as tools with which to defend

herself. Personal safety for women on campuses is a common issue.

Addressing safety happens for Treena in an amplified way as a result of her

experience with d isability.

The interaction between disability and masculinity was highlighted during

my interview with Serge. As a result of his disability, he cannot hold a drivers'

license. He explained to me how he had to deal with this fact as follows:
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...1 don't mind sittíng in the passenge r seat white my wife is driving.
l've gone beyond the ego sfage part of ít years and years ago, bul
ff'siusf the inconvenience of knowing that, you know, I can;t hop in
the car and drive to safeway to get a jug of mitk if t need fo, so. so
that's an inconvenience. And as far as getting to school, yeah, it
does pose a bit of a problem but most sfudenfs take the bus. So,
you know, I resign myself to that too.

Serge explained to me that the loss of his drivers' license was, for a while, a

threat to his ego, and his masculinity. Although he has addressed this in terms of

his experience on campus, he regards it as something he must "resign himself

to".

Attending university is a financial challenge for many students. Having a

disability often means that one has to take reduced course loads and spread out

a program over more years than would otherwise be required. Still others attend

courses full time and access community supports ín order to offset a diminished

income while they attend university. During a detailed description of her

experiences at university, Geanette recounts with some ire her frustration over

her student debt:

...So / have eight years of student loans because of the LD
flearníng disabilityl. Not because I am lazy, not because I stacked
off. Not because I did anythíng wrong. I mean there was one year
ín there that was really, really bad academicatty and that was
because of the depressio n which was undiagnosed, with the
exception of that year, I mean the reason that I have the debt toad
that do, rs because of my learning disability. It's not because t díd
anything wrong. So then why ís it then that t am beíng financially
penalized for something that I had control over.

The relationship between requiring a student loan as a result of her disability and

ending up with debt is clear to Geanette, and unfair.
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Larissa shared with me a less obvious connection. A mother and partner,

she explained to me that because her family had to rely on one income (her

husband's) while she attended classes, she found herself using the food bank

from time to time.

Meeting the challenges of course requirements is a necessary part of

attending university. Students who do not have a full command over the

language of instruction are presented with an additional challenge. As well,

students who lived the bulk of their lives in places other than Canada (Carlo

completed part of an undergraduate program in his country of origin) encounter

challenges related to adapting to another culture. Carlo explains how the

language issue presents him with a particular challenge:

Brian: How long have you spoken English?

Carlo: Well I've been spoken English for the past thirteen years.
Yeah. So there is a problem there. You know, Iike uh, it's not like I
couldnT say ok I can manage the whole thíng now, it's notpossib/e,
you know? But uh, yeah, it's still a litile bit [of a] problem.

Carlo uses tutors as part of his program in order to address his learning disability.

These tutors are invaluable to him as he completes course assignments and

exams. How much of the tutoring helps with his language skills in English, and

how much helps address his disability is difficult to determine. What is evident is

that in terms of his education there is sometimes one solution for several

challenges.

While it ís beyond the scope of this research to delve more deeply than I

have into the relationships between disability and family/gender/race/class, it is
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worth considering these key categories of experiential context. Most often, the

participants only explicitly focused on the category of family and left the other

three categories unmentioned. Yet all participants experienced in one way or

another gender, race and class. Disability experiences do not happen in a

vacuum' Rather, these experiences happen through bodies that are gendered,

and interpreted through lenses of ethnic origin and social class. Moreover,

people experience all of these categories of difference (including disability) in

social, physical and temporal contexts.

Summary

Participants' narratives show that disablement in the Grand Built Environment is

not untouched by actors like students with disabilities. People like Norma and

Lisa díd not use the language of SMT to explain how they related with the Grand

Built Environment of campus. However, they were conscious of the fact that theír

disability experiences were connected to and influenced by the social relations

between instructors and other students. More than this, the participants (like

Treena) were very conscious of how experiences of their disabilities were

transformed by the physical and temporal environment of campus. other

participants' experiences show how this transformation can happen as a result of

other experiences not related to dÍsability per se (gender and ethnicity for

example).

The thing to take away here is that the participants are social actors who

not only experience the Grand Built Environment, but also understand its

presence even if they do not characterize ít in an academic way.
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As students experience their disabilities in the university environment they

encounter diverse and varied emotional states, and come up with equally diverse

narratives of understanding. These narratives and descriptions were situated in

contexts of the family, gender, race and social class. The participant group was

representative of a range of physical, mental health, and cognitive disabilities.

There was no single "disability experience" charact erizedby these students.

Rather, key themes emerged in regard to encountering the university itself.
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Chapter Six: Encountering the lnstitution

Universities are, if nothing else, large bureaucratic institutions housed in large

architectural spaces and operated on consistent and regulated schedules.

Complicated procedures are carried out by staff in many levels of administration,

service provision, instruction and support. Students with disabilities encounter

the social, spatial and temporal aspects of the university environment in a variety

of ways. Of significance in my interview data were the narratives participants

relayed that described various encounters with the university. Three categories

of encounter emerged out of the data: evaluation, the student body, and politics.

Evaluation

All academic programs at the University of Manitoba require their students to

meet or exceed standards of evaluation. The mechanisms that allow students to

demonstrate their abilities and knowledge are varied (exams, course

assignments, research theses). when a student with a dísability is

accommodated in order to be evaluated fairly and without hardship, t\e university

carries out detailed procedures that require students to support their request with

clinical documentation.

Students with disabilities encounter instructors and other students in the

process of receiving accommodated evaluation encounters. For the participants,

these encounters were one of the most significant parts of being a disabled

person at university. When I asked her about her experiences with courses and

faculty, Charlotte pointed out to me how sometimes the research taught in class

by an instructor contradicts the evaluation strategy used by said instructor:
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- - -l've talked to Profs at the begínning of the year and at the end of
the year and throughout the year, kind or goíng tíke okay, but you
iust fínished saying in this c/ass that everybod-y tearns differentty yet
why won't you put like a short answer, long answer, true or false,' I
suck at true or false but l'm sure that somebody else would
probably do well at that right, and why can,t you have multipte
different types of, either on the same fesf or offer different test
formatg f9r different peopte ríght, cause for myself basícally what
I'm at ís if I have a short answer, long answei fest I get an A or tike
a B*, if I have a murtipre choice t get a c so my miñor is
Philosophy, may major is psychotogy and t haie A,s and B+,s in
Philosophy and C's in Psychology, except forthe one c/ass where it
was research methods and we had to write essays and then t got
an A, so for me the maín issue has been, or tike the ma¡n barrier
and the main frustratíon that has affected me ís the fact that ¡ike t
know how much I learn and I know how much |ve gained out of the
courses but my grades don,t reflect that...

Charlotte is frustrated by how her knowledge and skill is not being assessed

accurately by the common modes of testing in her courses. She becomes even

more frustrated when instructors in some disciplines seem to disregard their

discipline's own lessons and when it comes to their evaluation strategies. She

goes further still and recounts an experience with writing a multiple choice exam.

she explained further how the exam's format was, to her, arbitrary and

unnecessary for evaluative pu rposes:

...Like Ih in Humanistic and rranspersonal psychology and the
Prof is like, ín HEP, which is Humanistìc Existentíal
Thingmomological Psychology, the E is for Existential most
emphasizes so fhaf's the question and he asks us like, on the last
fesf. we had like ten quesfrons with that same líne antd then a, b, c,
d, e, was like one word, tike a big word rather than another wo,rd,'
and they're like descríptive words, and then word rather than wo'rd,
word rather than word, word rather than word, ail of the above,
none of the above, or a or b, or c or d or.... ...and you,re líke,'oh
but I know what Existentiar psychology is, I know how ¡t relates to
the things, I know what it most, rs moCL tike what it stands for. I
don't know what the fuck this is, Iike you know, and he himself has
stated multiple times rn c/asg he's like weil this c/ass really isn,t
besf fesfed through multipre choice testing, tike it would be a tot
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better if you guys had short answer. ...And so I raised my hand,
and he's like yes, l'm líke, so why don't you give us shorf answer
fesfs. And he's like '\vell it is easier to give you multiple choice."
lh so why are you telling us fhrs rn c/ass. ...But he's lazy. we,re
thitty people in the c/ass, he coutd give us short answeri, he could
get his little slave, like a T.A. and get them to do it for him, like if he
dídnT want to mark.

Charlotte described her own disability as involving the mental processing of the

visual information that is text on a page. Things like spacing ín the text, white

space, margins and brightness of paper all impact her ability to process the

information properly. Her narrative above does not focus on this in specific, but

rather focuses on an active observation of how her instructor evaluates the class,

and how this evaluation defines her performance. Whether or not the multiple

choice form of evaluation is a disadvantage for Charlotte because of her disability

is not the focus here. Rather, Charlotte has ídentified a contradiction and

critiqued the method of evaluation as unfair in general, for all students. The

cynicism regarding institutional procedure and instructor participatíon is no doubt

shared by some of her student peers. The citation of the procedure as a

disabling practice is perhaps what would set Charlotte's analysis apart from that

of her non-disabled peers.

Beyond taking issue with the method of evaluation and feeling extremely

frustrated, some students feel personaily offended. when I asked her more

about her academic experiences, Geanette, related her disability experience

when it came to writing a research paper:

so, for example when I first came to [the] rJniversity of Manítoba I
was doing fhrs resea rch paper and Ispenf at least 100 hours on
fhrs resea rch paper. Líke I was very interested in it, I loved the TA,
you know, really wanted to do well and everything. so / had spent
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at least 100 hours researching this damn thíng and so /d given itto
one of my friends to proof read and so she took a took ovòr it and
said ah, B, B+, you know, and I was just devastated. Just
absolutely devastated because l've never put so much ínto
something and for somebody to say ah B, B+, you know, Iike to me
that was such a dig.

For many students ii may feel emotionally painful to spend hours of work on an

assignment only to be graded poorly. For a student with a disability this

experience may feel more intense. Not only may students with disabilities work

as hard as other students, but they may arso have supports in place to help

accommodate for theír disability.

ln cases where students with disabilities contest past evaluation as unfair

(based on absence of accommodation), they often find out just how important

evaluation is to the university. Larissa had done poorly in a course as a result of

not having her disability accommodated for. She tried to have mark removed

from her transcript-she explains:

.--So, I requested an authorized withdrawat [from a course] to get
the mark taken off my transcript and they said no. so t broughl
them my documentatíon and they saíd you need further
documentation. 'we need...welt here (on your psychotogical
assessrne nt) it says you're wíthin normal timits or the noimal limits
are this and you're either above or below we need to know thís and
we need to know exacily what it is.,'

Larissa experienced much more frustration before her request was finally

accepted. Her experience and frustration show that evaluation at university is a

high-stakes process. Both students and the university work very hard to make

sure evaluation is fair and accurate. This high-stakes process is often

confounded and made more difficult when disability accommodation is requested

and/or provided.
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Students with disabilities interact with instructors and administrators in

order be evaluated in ways that fairly accommodate their disabilities. ln additíon

to this, they interact with their student peers, not only in the way they are

evaluated, but in the way they encounter the university in general.

The Student Body (Peers and Competitors)

A second key feature of the university environment that was highlighted by the

participants was the rest of the student body. Over 20 000 students attend the

university of Manitoba. This group of students encounters each other as

supportive peers, associate learners and intense competitors. The students who

participated in this research had much to say about their encounters with other

students.

Lisa receives exam accommodations for her disability. She tells of how

she feels students perceive her as a result of these accommodations:

I think that people do evaluate me dífferently. I thínk students, if I
get a good grade, then they may be like oh, welt did she get that
because she gefs [exam] accommodation? she gefs a computer.
She gefs ertended time. So, you know, does she have an
advantage?

Lisa feels like her accommodations are regarded as unfair by her peers who do

not receive them. She does not feel that she is being evaluated unfairly, or that

she has an advantage over others. lnstead she feels like the process of

accommodatíng her dísability is mystifìed to other students.

Other students see the mystifícation in their peers' attitudes and attempt to

correct it. Brad explains one particular attempt:
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...especially you know for something tike this [my vísuar
impairmentl where a rot of peopre have a difficult time
understandíng accommodations. A tot of peopte assume that
you're getting special treatment. ...Other sfudenfs, t think for some
people, Ithink so/ne students, I wouldn't say atlsfudenfs would see
it as specialtreatment, just because they don't understand that ít,s
about leveling the playing fietd.

When I asked him about his experiences at university, Carlo talked at

length about his encounters with peers as part of completing course

assignments:

carlo: Yeah, othersfudenfg you know, don,t tatk too much. I think
they like to keep their distance and stuff like that. So I dídn't uh, no
I haven't been able to study in groups of somethíng which ít coutd
probably help a person like me, you know, to study with other
people but uh, other sfudenfs. Like teven now because one of the
courses is um, ís very mentally actíve course. You have to think
about some details and stuff like that. And uh, sometimes I don,t
have that agility we can say to be with some of those problems.
And uh, I try to see if I could probably do those assígnments of
homework with students here in my course but thef...that was my
impressíon, nobody told me that but that was my impression, that
you were trying to copy what they were doing.

Brian: Uh, so they were suspicious.

carlo: Yeah, so they were like oh you know, afterthat t tried to
approach it was the first time and the second time t noticed it was
that.type of reaction, you know, ok, this is my work and, you know, I
donT want you to copy that or something like that, you know. But
the instructor made the comment later he saíd yoi know, ok, don,t
do these assígnmenfs/usf on your own. you Can get in groups,
you can try to do...so I wasn't...like I wasn't cheating or trying to
copy something... ...my first uh, somethíng that came to my mind
was ok, I've got to deal with this probably getting together with other
sfudenfs. But it didnT work that way. They probaøty dian't tike that.
They were-probably thinking this guy copying or whatever, yorr
know. -..so / um, with the tutor r managed to do the things,
something I could probably do wíth the students.

Carlo's ability to handle the complex and demanding assignments of his science

courses is impacted by his disability. As his instructor alludes, solving exercise
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problems with peers is a good idea for course mastery. While the suspicion of

Carlo's peers may not have been related to his disability, the impact of this

suspicion is made more of a problem because of his disability.

Carlo's encounter above highlights some important characteristics of the

university environment. peers can be at a support and at the same time be

suspicious of unfair competition.

Jennifer uses American Sign Language to communicate but can read lips.

She is a warm and open person and sometimes finds that the social environment

of campus among students is less than inviting:

Brian: what about um, on campus? How do you find the social
environment here ín relation to being deaf or as being seen as a
person with a disability?

Jennifer: Really, you know, I donT mind. lt's a litile bit difftcutt to
socialize uh, because if they find out that I am deaf sometimes
people back off a bit. They don't know to sott of know how to
interact with me. They donT know how to communicate. when
really it's not a bíg deal. You know, we could write back and forth
or I could to líp read or, you know, it's fine but a tot of peopte; t
notíce that students tend to become very quiet becauïe t'hey don,t
want to talk to me.

By no means does Jennifer feel isolated on campus. Her experience highlights

that non-disabled students sometimes find disabilities in general to be mystifying.

This attitude impacts the social relationships that students build with their peers

who have disabilities.

Jennifer experiences some students as unsure about how to get to know

her because of the communication barrier. For other students like Liz, the feeling
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is one of other students stigmatizing her. Liz has a mental health disability and

explains how she experiences the social environment of campus:

... I carry a shame because it's engrained in me and I struggte
feeling shame because of my inadequacies. ...what t am finding
that people discover that I am different, caLtse I am different, um, I
am very different, and I don't realize how different I am, I reatty
don't. I am very much different, I don't realize fhese things. ...The
stigma is, is that they don't want to catch...they don't want to
become depressed. They don't want...they might think you will
become obsessed with them. They might think that you might falt
in love with them. ...They fear you because they know you,re
unstable. They know that you're mentally ill so they don't know if
you're goíng to go berserk.

Liz's experience of stígma is at once internal and external and external to the

social context of the university. She finds that the attitudes held by students

when it comes to mental illness are similar to those she feels are held elsewhere

in society. ln other words she feels judged and feared.

Students with disabilities encounter other students on campus as both

peers and competitors. When they are viewed by non-disabled students they

feel as though these people do not have a full understanding of what disability is

and is not. Sometimes non-disabled students are indifferent toward disabled

students. Other times they are suspicious of them because of accommodations

that may give them an unfair advantage. Finally, some students may want to

avoid their disabled peers outright.

The key thing to remember at this point is that students with disabilíties

encounter their non-disabled peers in several ways. They are alike in the sense

that they are all competíng for accreditation and engaging in learning through

instruction and independent study. They are different in that disabled students
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are given accommodations in a way that is mystified to theír peers, and in that

their disabilities themselves are not always understood.

A narrative related by Brad best captures the complexities of dealing with

the university as a large institutíon from the point of view of a student with a

disability. He relates how requiring audio-format textbooks for one of his courses

caused a problem for him. He was approached by members of hís department's

faculty who were concerned about the íssue of delayed audio-format material

relating to his coursework. He expraíns the situation as follows:

...there ís a course that I was in and [a member of] the faculty, |m
not even sure what his position was, but myprofiaésor came to me
and said you know, this person wants to tatk to you about the
course, because what was happening ís my textbook wasn,t, my
textbook was far behind, like I was stitt [waiting for] textbooks or
pafts of the þrtbook ín June.

Brian: Ih,s /s audio [format]?

Brad: Yeah. ln June, but the c/ass ended in Aprí|, so / was so far
behind with that but I was stiil reaily trying to siay on top of it and I
showed up allthe time, and this person pulled me into'their office,
not my professor, her department head, pulled me into hís office
and said '\Jou know Brad, do you think you shoutd reatty stay in the
c/ass, Iike maybe you should get out while the getting,i gooã before
th9 voluntary withdrawal date." And this was just øeiore March; t
think ít was March 11th. ...yeah, yeah, and {otd wett maybe you
2ltould, well its got to be difficutt for a student tike you to make it
through, and you (now it was a very patronizíng, iery, it was very
patronízing and I left that meeting, t teft that meeting- kind of angry
and kind of disappointed. ...yeah, t said you know l'm just not
getting my stuff on tíme, that's my only problem.

Brian: And what did they say to that?

B_ra{ 'well then you need to kind of take that up with Disabitíty
seryices, because obviously somebody there iin,t doing theírjob."
And lmean Idefended Disabitity Servrces. ...yeah, and so
anways, but this person pulled me ín and really, really tríed to
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persuade me to quit the c/ass and that was, it was very
disheartening. And I realíze that does not exactly sound like it's
directly línked to my disabílity, but if it weren't for my disabitity t
wouldn't have been în that situation. ...Yeah, and quíte honestly I
mean if, there was another student in the c/ass, cause I wasn,t
doing really badly, I mean I was just above, my head was a little bít
above, so I mean they wouldn't have pulted another student aside
to tell him or her that.

Brad found himself dealing with multiple players in this situation. Disability

Services requests audio-format textbooks from off-campus organizations, and

provides these materials to students. The course instructor and department

faculty member have course requirements and calendar deadlines to be

maintained by their students. To be clear, Brad was not expressing frustration at

his delayed textbooks, he was instead frustrated because of the treatment he

experienced. While his faculty's concern was more than likely well-intentioned, it

was uninformed on the issue of the availability and supply chain of audio-format

textbooks.

This narrative excerpt demonstrates the complicated nature of the

university's institutional structure-multiple people and departments with multiple

expectations and resource capacities.

Geanette (31, MA) recounts an incident with booking an exam at Disability

Services:

...there was one time that I was takíng an intensive, one week three
credit course. so ff uzas 8:30-4:30 for six days. And there was one
day off in-between there. And so on the first day we got a lecture.
on the second day was the very first thing we díd was we had a
fesf. . -.And when I was doing this one week sessiona/ course my
exams were outside of the regular office hours of Disabitity
servrces. And so my program advisor actually showed uþ...tit<e at
the tíme he was the one coordinating the course and it was an
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outside 
.instructor [teaching it] but he was coordínating it. And he

showed up every day at 7:30 to meet me so that t 
"o-rtd 

write the
exams before c/asses stafted ...

Geanette also tells of a less supportive experience dealing with university

administration:

.. -So for example when I first transferred from [an undergrad
programl in Nanaimo to here; I was going into-hístory añ so t
phoned the receptíoníst in the History department and I was talkíng
to her about which courses to take and all that sort of stuff and t
saíd you know, like I have this learníng dísabitity and stuff like that
so I have to.be cognízant of how many courseC I am taking, what
the course load ís, and that's why I am asking this. And I'was also
askíng about which textbooks because I can-get my textbooks on
tape, blah, brah, brah, btah. And so anwaysrre sáø ,,there is a rot
of reading. Are you going to be able to do-that?', And it was like
yes I c-an fucking read! (both Brían and Participant taugh) you
know? But it was just very patronízing. And it-...

Brian: Did you say that to her? No.

Geanette.'No. No, and I mean I am sure she didn,t do it with a
mean intent. Like I don't get the sense that she was doíng it to be
mean but it was a lack of awareness. And even at the tirñe I bok it
as such, rT pissed me off, ít dídnT insult me, itprssed me off but it
more made me mad that there was the lack of awareness, not that
there was the assumption that I can't succeed because th'at was
wrong, right?

ln her encounters with scheduling a test and being supported by her instructor,

Geanette expresses gratitude. ln her experiences learning of future course

requirements, she expresses agitation and understanding. Geanette both

locates and experiences her disability as an important feature in her navigation

through and dealings with the university.

lnstructors may encourage students to engage in informal learning

practices as part of course work. While such practices can be valuable for many

students, the informal nature can mean that distribution of support is not uniform.
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Many students may need to hire tutors as part of their learning strategies at

university. Serge had to hire his tutors because coursework was too diflicult to

learn on his own. Serge points to his disability as the cause of his problems

when he attempts difficult assignments. This characterization of the problem is

important because he is able to access disability-related supports to address it.

Brad's expressions of his narrative (displayed above) focused on a more

personal dimension however. He felt as though his less-than-stellar performance

in the course was unfairly handled because it was connected to his disability and

need for supports. lt will probably not seem very novel that institutional

complexity has personal and individual consequences. What may be less

obvious is the locus of Brad's emphasis.

Summary

Student peers, instructors, support stafl and administrators come together

at a university to form many different relationships of status, authority and

privilege. These relationships are negotiated and defined through hundreds of

policies and practices. Dealing with the political dimensions of the institution is

something in whích everyone at a university must engage. For students with

disabilities this engagement takes on a specific form. Being evaluated by

instructors, accessing accommodations and working with and alongside their

peers are all central to how students with disabilities encounter the university

institution. ln several instances, students talked about these processes as being

challenging and requiríng a concerted effort and assertiveness.
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For the pariicipants, the environment of the university campus was as

much social as it was physical and temporal. This is evident in how these people

expressed their disability-related encounters with the uníversity. SMT tells us

that disablement is often the result of an environment that has not been buílt with

a wide diversity of experiences in mind. When students interact with the social

environment of campus they sometimes experience "disablement,'. But what

also happens is an exchange. Students are influenced by the institution they

encounter, and in this way, they may adopt disabling beliefs and values or carry

out such procedures. At the same time, they may interact with the built social

and physical/temporal environments so as to change it for themselves or others.
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Students in postsecondary environments must navigate complex and diverse

procedures within the university context (application, registration, attendance,

evaluation, access of support, remuneration, etc.) As well, many students must

engage such procedures with outside organizations such as government-

sponsored assistance. Added to this, students must find their path in the

hierarchy that exists on the university campus. students, instructors,

administration and support staff all have their rights and responsibilíties in this

environment, and all engage in relationships of accountability and exchange.

Such relationships are countless on a university campus, and they are certainly

not without conflict.

The participants in this research have encountered their own sets of

conflicts and have dealt with them in a variety of ways. The theme of advocacy

was one of the strongest in the interviews, and it provides much insight into the

experience of disability in the context of postsecondary education. To be clear,

by advocacy, I am referring to actions taken by students and others to demand

supports and services from and work with administrators, instructors and support

staff. Of specific interest in my research is the advocacy for accessible education

and disability-friendly programs. Advocacy may be as informal as asking a

professor to use a larger font on their computer lecture presentations. Advocacy

can be as formal as filling out three applications and providing two supporting

documents in order to write a deferred exam for medical reasons. Students may

find support and advocates on campus or elsewhere (counselors, parents,
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doctors), or students may be their own advocates. Finally, advocacy can happen

locally or globally. An example of local advocacy has been mentíoned above-

the deferred exam. Global advocacy can be the efforts of many individuals to

change a policy such as access to elevators on campus.

Brokering Authorities

Advocating for oneself often involves more than just a dyadic encounter.

students with disabílities must attain clinical documentation from one

professional in order to justify accommodation to another. When I asked her

about her dísability experiences on campus, Larissa explained how she found

such a process stressful but fruitful:

so, I requesfed an authorized withdrawal [from a course] to get the
mark.taken off my transcript and they said no. so I broight them
my documentation and they saíd you need further documentation.
'we need...well here ít says you're within normal limits or the
normal limits are this and you're either above or below we need to
know this and we need to know exacfly what ít is.', And I said well
why do you need to know that íf ...r fert tike saying to them if I bring
in my broken arm and I show you my broken arm ¡n a cast are yo-u
going fo ask for an x+ay? And that's what t fett tike saying. I
thought that's really unfair. so / spoke to [the on-campustfudenf
advocatel, thís was ín september. september, october; because it
takes forever. And of course you have fhe sfress of this and you
have to put ertra energy and effo¡f and tíme into this. yes, Í's
important but it's really unnecessary. ...They dragged this out untít
November. And basicalty [the on-campus itu¿en{advocate and
office 9f disability on campusl, and mysetf had a meeting wíth the
assocrafe dean of the faculty, because I wentto an appeat, the
appeal denied me. so then I went...l sent up another. meeting and
actually the night before the meeting I spoke to my doctor, the
psychotogist who did alt my testingànd t said this ís what's
happened. I need you hetp to speil this out in btack and white to
fhese people who just do not understand or don,t want to
understand. so I said you must have this number faxed to the
office by nine o'clock because that's when our meetíng is so thank
goodness my doctor did that.
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Of note in Larissa's account is the presence of many players (offices of the

student advocate and the campus disability office; her course instructor, the dean

of her faculty, and her doctor and assessing psychologist). Also striking is the

sense of a long and dragged-out process where many procedures must be

followed and many lines of communication must be maíntained.

serge advocated for himself in a very disability-specific way:

serge; You've got to get them [exam authorization forms for
disability related accommodationsl signed, right? And there,s been
a couple of íncidences where uh, some of the profs suggested to
me that they dídn't feelthat I reatly needed this. Now {iey didn1
know anything about my condition. They,re uh, Iegally I don,t think
they have the authority to even ask what my condltion is.

Brian: No, they don't. They can't get access to that information.

serge; And uh, I didn't offer it to them, but t found myserf a
couple of times where I didn't butt heads with them but I realy had
fo asserf my positíon in stating that no, fhls /s necessary for me
whether you think that I may need to do this or not. ui, t know.

Brian:-so you actually engaged in a conversation about it, you
didn't just...

serge; oh yeah. oh yeah. yeah. so fhaf occurred a couple
of tímes. Twice. Two professors.

Brian: Only two in two years / guess.

serge; Yeah, yeah, so. rn that sense mostprofessors are
educated now in terms of uh, I think they realize that they don,t
have a choice in the matter anway uh, and secondly it,s not their
díscretion. They don't have a medical degree untittñey do they,re
in no posítion to judge whether t shoutd ol should not have access
to disability and [office of campus disabitity] and any of the seryrces
that they may offer, ríght? And I stand firm on that-posítíon.

Through his act of advocacy, serge is confident to invoke one authority

(biomedicine) to rebut the authority of his instructor. Serge's assertiveness and
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advocacy demonstrate the complicated nexus of disability, biomedicine and

postsecondary education. Serge's authority comes from his life experience and

personal experiences with his disability (a neurophysiologic impairment). The

instructo/s authority comes from his position as both an evaluator of students

and as a more thoroughly trained and experienced scholar. The authority of the

medical doctor in Serge's account is used as a trump; this authority comes from

many places. Advocacy can perhaps be seen as a negotiation of the meaning of

dísability between and among several authorities. These authorities are both

invoked and opposed. The ability to understand and carry out such invocation

and opposition in fact characterizes Serge's self-advocacy.

One for Many

Some students begin a process of self-advocacy and end up with results that

benefit many people, with and without disabilities. lnez (4g, phD.) recalls

attending classes at her university in the 1g8O's and 1ggO's. lnez has many

disabling allergies and the cígarette smoke on campus became a significant

problem for her. Here, lnez recounts her problem with the cigarette smoke in the

campus' central complex:

lnez: Yes. And it was the only buitding that housed Grad sfudies,
Grad sfudenf's Association. I couldn't go ínto the buitding. I
couldn't get up the elevator. so, / sfarfe d a littte rampagõ of my
own. I called [the provincial office of] Human Ríghts. And t
Iaunched a human rights complaint.

Brian:What happened?

Inez: ..,they upgraded allthe ventilation sysfems, they upgraded
them, they put additional doors to stop smoke from wandãring.
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They did a whole pite of stuff. But I got theír attention. I was
responsíble for most of that. t raised hett.

so we can see the benefit to many as a resurt of the advocacy for one. ln

addition, lnez shows us something very important about students with disunities.

By accessing her provincial office of Human Rights, lnez demonstrates that she

is competent approaching administrators and legislators. ln other words, ,,raising

hell" involves not only standing up for her rights, but also doing the leg-work to

submit a formal complaint and see a complex process through to fruitíon. lnez,s

success at playing a role in her campus' buildings being smoke free had no

doubt benefited others without disabilities. The context of disability in this

complaint may or may not have provided more weight to her case than would

have been given a complainant wíthout a disability. What was evident in my

encounter with lnez was the strength of her attitude toward her rights as a result

of her identifying herserf as a person with a disability.

Some of the participants in this research have engaged ín advocacy and

intended from the beginning to impact and help more people than themselves.

Liz (39, BFa. program) had spent considerable effort and time as an advocate for

mental health consumers on campus:

Brian: so are resources spread too thin [on campus/ do you thínk?

Liz: I thínk so. / think so. And what t did was I even advocated for
them to get like more space. I wrote a letter and sent it up to thepeople. You know, líke I advocated for them to get new space and
stuff like that. You know, I didn,t sit around...

-..But the point is I am not one to sit around and sort of
complain about it. I advocated. t have joíned forces, uh, not only
did I complain about and advocated againsf fhrs offióe from the
begínning but then tjoined forces w¡titn¡s office and worked
together wíth this office to sorf of mould this offíce to better mental
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health consumers but now it's come to futt circle where I feet tike it
needs so/ne more adiusting for mental health consumers again.
So, um, you know, I've had to back up and say listen, you know,
some changes need to be made. Um, the other things that t think
the university needs to be done like I said, the professors um, I
spoke with my fine arts faculty advísor and spoken to the Dean
about fhis is that they need to, and l've spoken to [the coordinator
at Disability seruícesl, they need to have workshops on how to
educate the professors on mental health and stuff tíke that. But the
Dean said it was a slow process and ít's kínd of something that you
can do the workshops but because, yoLt know, they have tegal right
not to come to the...

...1 think it's a general overall view to be honest with you. I
think it's an overall view. I am quite fed up because l've been here
for three years and l've had to go and make the changes wherever I
go. And l've had to advocate.

Liz expresses frustration and yet emphasizes how she needs to channel thís

frustration into teamwork and bridge-building. Her own experiences as a person

with mental illness are manifested in many places including her need to do

advocacy that goes beyond her own particular needs or any single incident.

Moreover, her experiences with advocacy have not always paid off in the ways

she may have hoped.

Personal Frustration and Overcoming

For many students, self-advocacy was spoken of in terms of the nature of their

character. Geanette explained this to me when I asked her about disclosing her

disability:

I am very up front with my disabílity. so I tell people ríght off the
cuff I have the learning disabílity. I have a hard time spettíng. tf we
put a good spell check ínto the computer, and as long as I have two
or three proof readers that, you know, íf I am sending somethíng
out into the communíty that I can have two or three peopte who are
guaranteed to be willing to look over my final product. Then ít's not
a problem. Then l've done everything lcan.
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Geanette takes on the responsibility of finding supports for her disability by being

a strong verbal advocate at school and in her workplace.

ln contrast to Geanette's approach is the more subtle self-advocacy of

students like Norma. When I asked about her classroom experiences, Norma

explained how she dealt with a difficult instructor:

And uh, sfudenfs would ask questions and uh, he [my instructor]
tended to in his replies, his answers, hrs comments and so fortht, he
tended to sort of insinuate that they're stupid. And it's a stupid
question and stuff like that. And uh, I ask quesfions in the c/ass
and I didn't care and I told him I donT care whether it's a stupid
question or not, I want to know.

Certainly advocacy such as Norma's above is not specific to students with

disabilities. The important point of note here is that self-advocacy as

experienced by students with disabilities includes experiences of self-advocacy

that could just as easily be related by a student without a disability.

when I spoke about the resilience narrative earrier, r showed how

Geanette related her past experiences as a child and a teenager. she

highlighted an important feature of postsecondary students with disabilities.

Adulthood comes with more confidence. serge displayed this same self-

assuredness. Geanette goes further by pointing out just how difficult or

impossible self-advocacy had been for her in the past. yet in her memory she

observes the seeds of her present tenacity. And this present tenacity has

worked well-here she relates how she handled an incident where her instructor

would not agree to her exam accommodations:

Geanette: So / sformed on in I [said to the admin assisfanf af
Disability seruices/ I need to talk to [the coordinator]. I was just
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ballistic. And so [the coordinator] came out and I really hope there
wasn't anyone writing an exam that day because let me tell you
they got an ear full. So ljust went ballistic. And I was like "l don't
need to fucking put up wíth this bullshit. I am not paying for this
c/ass. I am not taking fhrc c/ass. Ihis c/ass will not show up on my
transcript." And so what [the coordinator] díd u¡as she kind of
calmed me down a bít and she sard ok well how about we make
extra accommodations. So for example, one of your
accommodations would be that you can answer your multiple
choice questions in long answer, as opposed to answering them in
short answer. And I said ok that's fine. So we came up with fhese
accommodations and I brought the new particular form to this
professor.

Brian: And the partic form [particular form] is?

Geanette: The particular form is where rT says my accommodations
and then the specifics about the exam and then on the back of it, it
has the information about writing the exam and what-such. Ok, so
that's a particular form. So I take the particular form to the
professor and the professor is like 'ok l'lltake and I'll sign that", and
so for about two weeks afterthat, after every c/ass, do you have the
partíc form, do you have the partíc form? No, no, no. So then
finally it's the day before it's the day before, like it's the last c/ass
before the exam and he looks at me and he's like oh I sent that in to
Disability Seryrces. And I am sitting there and on the partic form ít
says return the form to the student and the student will return it to
Disabílity Seryices. I don't know if [the current coordinator] still
does it like that but that's how it was done at the time. So right on
the form if says that, but I am sitting there and I am [thinkíng] Iike
you fucker, I have read clearly even though I have a disability, you
don't, and you canT even read that piece that was highlighted? So,
anryays. So now I am really pr.ssed off. So then I show up to the
mid-term at Disability Services, and I look at the partic form and
over half of my accommodations are crossed off. She does not
need this. This ísn't appropríate. This isn't relevant. She does nof
need this, blah, blah, blah, blah. Now the partic form neversays
what the disability ís, ít only has the accommodations. So he had
marked off half of my accommodations wíthout even knowing the
nature of disabillty saying that I didn't need that and that he wasn't
willíng to consent to it. So again, I went ballistic. Absolutely lívid. I
am not paying for this course. lt's not showing up on my transcript.
How do lfile a human rights complaint. This guy's a dick. I was]
Not a happy child at all. So anyways I wrote the exam, got the
mark back. I wrote it at Disability Services anway. As soon as the
marks went up I got 60 percent and I just came back to Susan and
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said absorutery not, no. so / gof art of my money back. r fited acompraint and the course was taken onâr my i^i"iript. Not evena VW' lt never existed. I was never in that c/ass. So because /was like I do not need to put up with that bultshit.
Geanette explained to me that she felt her emotionat Íntensity reach an extreme

point' This account displays both anger and satisfaction. while advocacy may

be productive, constructive and even necessary in the postsecondary context, it

can also be deeply emotional. Dealing with, and standing up to authority is

something that began for Geanette very early in her education. she now seems

to savor her own hard-earned tenacity. while many university students will have

had the experience of gaining tenacity, based on her narratives, Geanette

observes her disabirity as the very site where she gained hers.

Subf/e Sfrafegies

The encounters of advocacy related by dísabled students are sometimes raw and

emotional' other times it is a simple procedure for the student to merely cite

their rights and point to the fact that they have carried out a requíred procedure.

sometimes much subflety and care goes into the process.

Brad encountered a problem during his program with his visual impairment

and the perceptions held by his supervisors. He exptains the complicated nature

of advocacy concisely and without hesitation:

Brian: Did you get a chance to say your piece?

Brld: .\eah, I did, and the [probtem with my superuisors wassolvedl so, but r mean in hindsight t probabry 
"nouiti 

nuve just keptmy mouth shut but that was something I k¡nã or ielgnt"d against.

Brian: How come?
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Brad: Because rm a teacher candidate watking into this school.

Brian: okay. so you don't want to threaten your chances fo gefhíred?

Brad: weil, and I mean there,s a certain amount of, what,s the word|m looking for...politics.

Brian: yeah?

Brad: There,s a tot of potitics involved.
charlotte related during the interview the real-life consequences she may have
faced if she had not spent time during her program as an advocate for herself:

Brian: What if you weren't able to advocate for yourself, what if youdidn't have.your agitator, advocator stieak? ft óounds ti*e you don,thave a problem confronting...

charrotte: rwourdn't be in schoor. r wourdn,t have gone touniversíty, or maybe t wourd have gone and r woutí have droppedout after my first year.

Brian: Okay.

charrotte: r'd be working.-a shítty retairjob, getting paid minimumwage for the rest of my life.

Brian: Unskilled labor?

charrotte: No room for movement because I don,t have aneducation, cause the system wasn,t accommodating.
charlotte sees advocacy as essential to counter the ínaccessibility of the
"system"' Like many university students, Brad and charlotte are focused on their
careers beyond their educational experiences. Both understand that advocacy

during their education is important to secure gainfur employment later. More than

this, the two of them understand that the same advocacy needed to obtain

gainful employment through a university education ís in fact the advocacy used

when accessing disability-related supports.
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But the story with Brad and charlotte's advocacy does not end with their
sensitivity to its value in their careers. Both students understand the subflety and
strategy invorved in getting access to a quarity and satisfying education.

charlotte outlines her approach to getting supports from course instructors:

r think r come off reatty we, r have murtipre approaches under mybert, the first approach.t Lyi:r",y g"rr" 
"rã'i",v-iii" n¡"e andcalm, my second one./s tlle "you'hálen,t given ," 

"ii,i,. 
t don,twant to say that, but |m rike ;so fhese are the accommodations rneed and this is what y?u are requiüa b hetp *r-iiin:i"r"r""these are what I need in order tå-¿iletter'. And so what t find isrike r never get to the, r don\ rno*,j ln¡nt t,, toi ii iiå'nt rro, tn"get go and r don't reave it untit t nave ine probrem, you know.

Brad encountered supervisors and instructors who felt that it might be necessary
to reveal the nature of his disability to people that would not otherwise be entifled
to know' Brad was successful in preventing the disclosure. Here he explaíns his
thought process on the issue:

I was happy that t got what 
_t 

wanted, bu.t r .was arso prepared to goa rit e fu¡ther. . -. t wag seriousry 
"oni¡¿rr¡ng 

if they were going topush wit!1the. [i9_sue], !*u? s?i;s to *iãrt¡oñ puin ípiøi¡" Heatthrnformation Actr. ptlts tnã rací naï ii; 
" 

vioration of pHrA, it,scove.rg! ynler pHrA, it"'g my personat hàafth, and so r mean it,s not,ke r kind of went in nt! 
,!o'1ø, y"iyig'ái¿ 

"rr"uming, 
pounding onthe desk- ... you know, that só_¡t oi tn"ifi, that,s a titye too far theother way. r had anotherprofess oi i¡rä of go the same route, but rspoke to her after crass and she reat¡ze¿ w-hat, ,nu ,"it¡i",d that,she sard "oh r hope t didlt't.erytø-gr^il you,,. And t said ,\ueil, if wecourd just keep that kind of stun ø,etieLn you and r,,.

It ís easy to see that charlotte believes it easier to attract flies with honey rather
than vinegar' rt is arso evident that Brad knows when not to pray an ,,ace,,when 

a
"two" will do the job.
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Summary

The most important feature of the theme of advocacy in this research has to do

with skills gained in university in generar. rn addition to studying various

academic disciplines, students learn verbal and written communication skills;

they practíce documentation and the creation of arguments that are backed up

with solid evidence. They arso rearn the nuances of their rights and

responsibilities in the context of society.

students with disabílities are perhaps in an advantageous position when it
comes to advocating for supports and the removal of barriers for themselves and

others. crearry some of them have used their university educations as a

component in finding accessibilíty. For this reason it is reasonable to say that

while a university can have disabling dimensions, it can also be an environment

of enablement.

I mentioned in the rast chapter that participant encounters with the

university institution represented an interactive process. The specific encounters

of advocacy, as described by the participants, further stress the presence of this
interaction' Moreover, the advocacy encounters draw out how the disablíng built
environment is constructed and reconstructed by people with disabilities in social

relationships with other students, faculty and administrators. These social

relationships are not broad or vague, rather, they are as specific and incidental

as recounted above (recail Geanette and rnez's experiences). From my point of
view both compliance and resistance (and those practices in between) in the
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advocacy encounter are instances where students with disabilities reconstruct

the GBE of the university.
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onal Strategies
when speaking of their postsecondary experiences, participants describeì a

variety of barriers and supports that impacted their access to a quarity and

satisfying education. ln their experiences of access, students often described

personal strategies they used in creatíng their own supports or addressing

barriers by themselves.

Barriers in Multipte Dimensions

Lisa described to me how writing final exams impacts her because of her

disability (a medicar condition invorving joint inflammation):

.-.That was the worst. ,t hated vyriting [finat exams] in those hugegyms. They were cord and having..lorc" my joints get cord theyjust-.-theviust cease up. And t..i¡rc t am hoíding;iàilik" tn¡,
[partícipant displays an awkward grip oÀ her penl and writing. Liker am not actuaily hotdíng.it propeìíy.' so, caus e r can,t move myhands anymore. ...veãn. 

'An'hoir 
tong t am ok with but it,s thethree hour exams sÉfing there for threã hours like being confined.

-..But ín an exam situation you stretch your regs out and you,rekicking the person in front or you. so ií means going tike this andwriting for a whire or turning around and going tike this, the proftends to. go '\u.l1t's up wíti you? what àre you doing? what areyou lookíng at?"
Because writing final exams is physically demanding for Lisa, she would like to

set up her courses in order to space her exams out during the formar exam

periods. Here she exprains how this is a probrem for her:

...There's a lot universifies where right in the registration calendartl.gy hav2 everything laid out so thai you have the choice of twodifferent lecture secfions for this course in this term oryersus that inthe second term because you take a rook when the exams are
[scheduled] and youle writing two exams. in one day. yeah, [here]you register for ail of your courses rike att you can ío is maybe vw
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[voruntariry withdrawat] or you end up having three exams in oneday.

Lisa experiences barriers in both physicar and temporar ways. The spacing of
exam seating and use of a pencil to write a test or fill out the tiny circles on a

scannable exam sheet is a problem for her. At the same time, administrative

practices when ít comes to the construction of calendars and exam timetables

make it difficult for Lisa to make plans in advance.

Lisa's account is important because it references both physical and

temporal barriers. Recall my concept of the GBE (grand built environment). The

physical and temporar barriers experienced by Lisa are both ,,buirt,,. 
Atso of

importance in Lisa's description is how she describes the barrier of registering for
courses and timing exams' Lisa is suggesting that she would like to plan her

year well in advance in order to ensure her exams are well_spaced. As

mentioned, this spacing is important for Lisa because of the physically intense

way she experiences the testing encounter. For this participant, the remov al of a

barrier is not as simple as giving her well-spaced exams. Rather, she wants a

diflerent barrier removed (regarding timetabling and registratíon requirements) so

that she can herself address the barrier of exams that are too close together

during the December and April final exam periods.

Lísa is one example of a student who not only wants barriers removed, but

wants to be empowered to be abre to remove barriers for herserf. Brad is

another example. He follows on Lisa's need for empowerment rather than just

blanket support in a very concise way:
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"iiir{i:,:;;!{,;:i;:i{;::;#:,,:i:,1i:i:;",:iadvoca,eproperly...

Larissa (32, BSc.) mentioned to me during her interview that being a mother of
two was a substantial problem for her education, but that her husband plays a

very large role in her support:

Larissa: I have a seven year ord girt and a six year ord boy.

Brian: you,ve got quíte a handful eh?

Larissa: It's a handfur. you know, t rearty notice it when he,s [myhusb.andl not feering weil and he can,t dó what n" ,orruity does oríf he's working a different shift. For mr, da,y ihin" åir¡rg"¡n"
weekend are absorutety brutat because t cán,t ¿i iii *'oir ...Andonce a month he ends. up having to work uh, day ,iín ol", tn"weekend and it's jusf rmpossib ø ror me to ao aiytning-bãcause tcan't separate home and schoor. ...And my hus'baii¿"nàl'ø"", ugreat support. He's basrcatty enabled me io focus soteiy on schooland have the time that.r need to put ail my energy on schoor. tf ítwasn't for him, r wouldn,t have been abre to do it. so he,s been agreat support. And when I get reatty distracted, when I have

nroblgyts focusing. when I need extra time to' dò thir;g;d school Iam abre to do it at home because he basicarty taxei ailtiàpressure off of me for havíng to be mom and wife and everything
e/se.

Larissa's problem with the separation of home and school is not in itself

disability-related. Yet she expressed to me the unusually large amount of time

she needs to put into schoolwork because of her learning disability. Larissa,s

experience demonstrates that for some students, accessing postsecondary

education has as much to do with barriers on campus as it does with barriers ofl
campus.

Norma recails dearing with the comprex rayout of a buirding on campus:

But um, / guess you just have to walk around trial and error. Asocíology professor took me to his office, I didnT know where I was
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supposed to go or where he was taking me. And uh, we went downsfeps and then I fottowe.d him up two fights of sfars'anA t ¡ustcouldn't make ít. And then when we got to his offtce I was totatty/osf' So when we came out of his offlce he says you can find your,"y.ur.| I am.feering ashamed now, r said yr" t,i rook fotrthe redIights, the exit. Wherever I see red'on the ceiting tneìejitt rotø*
that r shourd get out somewhere. t didn,t get ouí the waiy t got inanway.

For Norma there is a dual experience. The inaccessibility and layout of the

building is one problem. Dealing with this problem ín the embarrassing socíal

encounter with an instructor is the second issue. Even when an encounter with

the university environment seems to be as simpre as physicar access, Norma,s

experience shows us that there is more beneath the surface. Her comfort level

when it comes to disclosing her need for help (and thus her disabílity) ends with

her going without the support she needs to leave a building the way she got in.

To be sure, a person without a disability may be just as embarrassed to ask for

directions, but may not be embarrassed for the same reasons.

SuppoÍs in Many places, with Varied Resu/fs
Larissa explained that her husband is "usually" available to help with the kids.

This support is not provided to her on the presupposition that it helps her address

her disability' This does not mean that it has no use as a support for her in light

of her disability' lt is reasonable to assume that all university students parenting

children would benefit from such a generic support ín this regard. The value of

this support may be greater still for a disabled person if the requirements of theír

academic program are more demanding as a result of their dísability.
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Larissa went on later in the interview to tell me about how the patience of

her instructors went a long way to making her feel supported in her academic

endeavors:

Larissa: And so there were a few instructors that t approached
because of the concern [wíth my coursework]. And Ln, tr¡n¿ ¡ngeneral.they're really supportive. And t find iacutty,itis aimost t¡rethey take a little bit tonger time to exptain things b';;. -t'is 

kind oflike tarking louder to make sure that'they heaí you. ....so, um,
they're more incríned now to go over things again if t have aquestion. ok, I don,t understand can you telt-me that 

",gãin 
Theydon't even think twice.. They don,t fsay] ok, just gò lo yålr øoor anafigure it out. They wiil take-another apþroach at it.

Brian: so they're happy to give you some one-on-one support
there.

Larissa: yeah.

Brian: And is that a value to you?

Larissa: yes, ff ls. yeah.

The occasional one-on-one patient support that Larissa gets from her instructors

may seem like a relatively small support when compared to things like accessible

exam facilities or building design. Yet Larissa finds this to be a valuable asset in

her academic success.

Along with the barriers cited earlier by Lisa, she also remarked on the

supports which she finds valuable at university:

.. -so having ertended. time to write [exams]. Being abte to get up,move around, and not worry about oh shoot t onty"have three hoursto write thís, l'll have time and a half to write it. so ff fakes some
:frr:: off which, you know, just mentatty sorf of calms you down.
lnd I can get up. r can have heatíng pácks to tnài i ,an keep myhands warm.
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I mention this description of Lisa's supporls here in order to establish that many

participants cited both barriers and supporls. only one person in my participant

group remarked that they experienced no barriers, and few participants

expressed no positive experiences with supports.

Geanette (31, MA.) expresses great frustration with how her learning

dísability (LD) contributed to her prolonged program and extensive student loan:

'..So / haye eight years of student loans because of the LD. Not
beca.use I am lazy, not because I slacked off. Not because I did
anything wryng. r mean there was one year in there that was
really, really bad academicalty and that was because of the
depression which was undiagnosed, with the exception of tnrt year,
I mean the reason that I have the debt load that dó, is because of
my rear.nin.g disabirity. It's not because r did anyth¡íri r*rg. so
then why is it then that t am being financiatty penat¡iea ø,r
something that I had control over. ...lJh, oñe thíng and I donT knowif it's available or not, but one thing is that on youistudent loan formyou h.Lve to-fi!! out if you're a student with a disabitity. t ti¡nf tn"
defini!ío1-of disabîlity has changed so then now I would be able to
check off that box.

Geanette experiences her student loan and drawn-out program as frustrating for

her' She feels that these problems were the cause of her learning disability, not

the cause of any actions or inactions on her part. what I would like to draw

attention to here is not so much how Geanette considers her own agency, but

how she considers the presence of current supports. She mentions in vague

terms that student loans policies have changed to be more accommodating for

students with disabilities.

There can be litfle doubt that supports for disabled students in

postsecondary education have changed over time. Geanette's observation of

this fact is interwoven with regret and frustration. Her experience shows us how
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the changíng (and even improving) landscape of barriers and supports over time

can leave some students feeling cheated or,,ripped off,.

ln the same way that supports for dísabred students may change over

time, they also may change across geographíc rocation or educationar

jurisdiction. During the same interuiew, Geanette tord me how the supports

available at the u of M Disability services allowed her academic performance to

greatly improve over what it had been in a different institution:

" 'When I came to tJ of M my grades skyrocketed because of theaccommodations. Because I wasnT abie to write exams [in the
same spacel with everybody erse. That wasn,t a rearistic
expectation of me. whereas once the [exam] accommodations
were made I had the same expectations as other peopre, then rwas able to succeed.

Treena (18, BA.) expressed how the presence of an accessibre campus

residence was a necessity for her, but that before she came to university, she

was uncertain if the building would be complete:

.-.weil g! the beginning ylel t lrst figured r woutd be moving here,the residence wasn't buitt yet. And só ft was reaily, reatty scary
knowing that it wasn't buili yet because I couldn't'live in íhe regular
residences. And so wíthout that new residence t woutdn|-have
been able to come.

For Treena the benefit of an accessibte residence is fortunate, but not the end of

the story when it comes to her experience of accessibirity:

,..Like right now I am ín the process of debating whether or not Ihave to go talk to the director of housing øecaísà ii"v prt a fridge
in my accessrb/e room that is in that 21 mittíon dottar brand new resand they put the freezer on top of the fridge and nto,t the øottom.
And I lrng my head every singre time [ õse the fidgi;] and r pretty
much hlve to get d-own on my knees to reach some"thíng. And
evety single one of my things is in the front of the rrøgie and myro-omy{e has to put gverything at the back. And a símpte 

"*ítchof a fridge so fhaf,s what I am n ne process of it now.
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Later in the interview Treena commented again on the 'brand new, buílding that

is her residence:

" 'and then you look at that brand new 21 mittion dottar buitding thatthey just built, they...the wheelchair ramp is a joke.
I should say at this point that Treena does not use a wheelchair or other mobility

appliance. Her frustration with the accessibir¡ty probrems of a supposed

accessible building goes beyond her own experience to the possible experience

of other people with disabilities. Treena represents an interesting instance

because of this- Her personal experience of disability at university informs (and

is informed by) her understanding of, and sensitivity to the barriers faced by other

students with disabilities.

Keep in mind that the wheelchair ramp on the buildíng mentioned by

Treena may not in fact be a'Joke" for a person who uses a wheelchair (l had no

partícipants using wheelchairs in order to test this particular hypothesis). The

specific utility and functionarity of a wheerchair ramp is not my focus here.

Rather, I want you to see that a disabled student is seeing the university campus

in a way that highlights all barriers (conjectured or not) to access. ln this manner,

one student may also become an advocate for other students in spite of

diflerences in the disability experience.

I mentioned that I did not have a participant with whom to test Treena,s

hypothesis about the wheelchaír ramp at her residence. I did however have a

participant who uses a wheelchair in other locations on campus. Jason explains
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his understanding of limited accessibility when it comes to using wheelchairs in

buildings:

---Líke weil when peopp are designíng buitdings they say it's goíng
to be all state of the art and wheetchair accesJrb/e you inow. And
then you go in there and the first thing like l'm experiencing now
because Ih in a wheelchair, certaín lnings aren,t tike, Iíke the
bathroom sfa//s you know they're not wiclened or something tike
that.

Jason identifies the same contradiction that rreena does: even when

accessibility is provided, the people for whom it is intended may still find it less

than acceptable.

Jason and Treena were not the only participants to talk about available

supports that were unacceptable. lnez (48, PhD) told me about the accessible

parking stalls near the building where her office is located:

. - -There's a lot of handicapped parking right in front of this buitding.
Sometimes fhere's sx of us tha¡t neelthose foursfal/s. I can,t walk
any dístance because of so many problems. And t can,t walk
holding my breath... So I have an-access ibílitypass, I c;an park out
front of 

-the.buildíng. lJm, but we,re having trou'øte getting enough
spac? for_these six people who usually need fhoseþa cés. And a
couple.of years ago what we were doing, a couple of us who didn,t
need door accessibílrty b.u.t in .a lqrge sface, were doubte parking in
one of the stails. we got ín shit for it, which is stupid.

It should be clear just how complicated it can be to administer and access

supports at a large institution. The accessibility feature of the reserved parking

stalls is provided and administered by the university. Students with disabilities

(and in this case, staff) get privileged access to specific supports. When the use

of the support contravenes an institutional policy, the response to the

contravention can become a barrier in itself, as we see in lnez's account.
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To be clear, I am not saying that supports should not be administrated

over, or that misuses should not be addressed. lnstead I want to draw attention

to how a complicated set of accessibility procedures can become a frustrating

experience for disabled students at university.

Suppoñs in Unsuspected places

Other students have also commented on how accessibility issues off of campus

must be addressed. Serge has a seizure disorder which prevents him from

holding a valid driver's license (l refer to this earlier in my discussion on gender).

He told me how this was a problem and how he resolves the issue:

Brian: sure. And is the fact that you don,t drive a big probtem for
you in terms of your education here?

sergre; well of course it ís and it always has been a problem in
terms of my life. I mean the vehicteis somefh fng thåt most people
are quite dependent on. And uh, although, youknow, like myself,
l've grown used to the fact that and resigneã mysetf ine fact that t
cannot drive and so I make alternate urìurg"rents, i.e. public
transportation or uh, ride my bike and walk, whích is pai of the
exercise regime. yeah, so I mean it,s got rÏs pros as weltas ifs
cons but, you know, there are large inconveniences in not having a
license, Iet alone an automobite. ...it's just the ínconveníence of
knowing that, you know, I can't hop ínihe car and drive to Safeway
to get a jug of milk if I need fo, so. So fhaf's an ínconvenience.
And as far as gettíng to schoor, yeah,if does pose a bit of a
problem but most students take the bus. so, you know, I resign
myself to that too.

Serge is not so much lamenting having to use public transit as he is frustrated

with the change he has experienced. He explained that his seizure problem

emerged at a time in his life when he had already established routines around

things like having a driver's license. lt is the upset of this routine that Serge

described as paft of his disability experience. He adapted to this change wÍthout
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any external supports. The interesting thing in Serge's account is that what is

routine for many students without disabilities is in fact his adaptation to his

disability.

Many students find supports for their disabilities in features of campus that

are not typically considered to be disability-specific supports. One example cited

by several participants was the use of private tutors. Serge talks about how his

use of tutors is a support for his disability:

...And uh, l've receíved sorne funding and in my case it,s not for
special equipment because I don,t need speciit equipment. I can
see well- I am not ín a wheelchair. My dßability is n'ot physícal. lt,s
neurological, so it's non-tangibte. lJm, what l,ve used the'grant for
was fgy tutoríng. IJh, in my case as r say, íf t am fatigued ånd t am
not able to.focus properly on what the teache/s tatking about or if I
lapse out into a seízure and lose track of what,s goin{on, and t
may lose the entire context of what he's talking ãøoui w¡tn¡n the
classroom' So / have to make that up somehow. And the tutoring
seryices have helped me tremendousty...

Carlo (who I mentioned earlier as having problems accessing peer support for

coursework) accesses tutors to address his disability:

carlo: r.qet the herp with the uh, tutors. tJm, with that herp |ve
been able to do most of the work.

Brian: Right. That does hetp you quite a bit, eh?

carlo: Yes. yes. otherwise if I don,t have that hetp forget it. t
would never fínish.

Liz also accesses tutor services as part of her disability supports:

t_iz.:.1 have my tutor foy líke if t have psychology or art history or uh,
íf I have.math or, you know, fhose type of thiñg.s because I have
comprehension -. .l.l9rget thíngs. I have probrems organizing. I
have problems editing. I fo;rget um, Iike'uh, when t ñant to um,
when I want to write a paper, I can't organize my thoughts properly
and it looks like a child wrote the paper....
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Brian: And so how do you pay for a tutor?

Liz: Um, I get grants. I get up to $g,000 wotth of grants.
The grants that Liz is referring to here are moneys administered by the canada

student Loans program for students with disabilities. This money is non_

repayabre and can be used for disabirity-rerated supports.

Earlier I mentioned Larissa and the practical support she found in the form

of her husband's availability with parenting. Many other students pointed to their

family and friends when I asked them about what the biggest supports were for

them. For example, Treena told me that her disability makes her feel very

vulnerable walking across campus rate at night. she exprains how a friend

helped her:

But uh, you know, r am extremery vurnerabre to anything in that
sort, and I would never, ever pui myself ín that poíitionl tixe t nad
a night c/ass last term and I had a iriend who would come and pick
me up every single night after class.

while Treena's wark across campus amounts to onry a coupre of brocks, her

friend's presence was essential.

One of lnez's disabilities involves depression. She explained that this

impacts her motivation, and that a community of people around her helps to give

her some of her motivation back:

Brian: How about you? Do you get support?

Inez: Me? Oh yeah, l,ve got a very good support network.

Brian: That inctudes your paftner, the [thesis] committee.

Inez: My parfner, my committee, my neighbors, my friends, yeah, Iam doing pretty welt.
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Brian: Right on.

lnez: But lwork at it.

For lnez, the support she gets from the people around her is generalized. For

carlo, support from his crassmates during an academic program in his home

country was more specific:

Brian: Ríght. when you were a student in [your home country], didyou have suppot-t for disabitity there, or?

carro: No, there was no support. The support I had was like I said
fríends and doing study groups.

Brad also talks about his family and others providing specific supports relating to

his disability:

Yeah, yeah, r mean my fayity hetps me a rot, obviousry my dad
drives me around everywhere that r need to go, to,, 

"íd 
,íy

gírlfriend foo. so I meân in that way I get a lót of s'uppotÍ íhere.
Sometimes the support drawn upon by participants was established many

years before they came to university. Geanette explains her family and their

support:

"my-Pgrents always had undyíng support for me and an incredible
belief that I was the most intettigent person in the world and if I
wanted the sun, the moon, fhe sfars and the skies on a silver platter
I would get it because I can achíeve whatever the hell I want
because I am Geanette. And so there was never any question
about support or love or betíef.

Summary

Ïhe barriers faced by students with disabilities are varied, from absent signage

for people with visual impairments to exhausting exam-writing procedures as

encountered by people with disabilities that involve fatigue. The barriers are also

complex-the university is an environment of many players all who have their
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own responsibilities and expectations when it comes to making policy and

carrying out practice. We see the complexity everywhere from accessing audio-

recorded materíals for a course to finding parking close to a campus building.

Supports for students with disabilities not only come in unique shapes and

sizes, they also come from a wide range places, both formal and informal, on and

off of campus. Something as simple as hours spent parenting or friends to

encourage one to get out of bed and come to school are cited as very vatuable to

the academic success of the participants. supports commonly seen as

disconnected from the success of disabled people are also important (recall the

tutoring used by Liz, Serge and Carlo).

As far as formal supports on campus are concerned, all participants had at

some point accessed the office of Disability Services. While participants

expressed a diverse set of experiences wíth this office, they all agreed that it was

an essential part of their academic success at the University of Manitoba.

Finally, participants described several personal strategíes and attributes

that allowed them to address barriers to accessing their education. These

strategies can be as simple and ambient as self-esteem on the one hand, and as

thought-out as a daily regime of medication, sleep and exercise. Moreover,

some students want to address barriers for themselves without the help of

designated providers. The presence or absence of tools to do this is not always

available to those students.
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The fact that students want tools to create their own access (and ín some

cases create access where no tools exist) suggests that students with disabilities

possess significant agency ín the GBE and as builders of dísablement or access.

Recall my assertíon earlier that students with disabilities help to construct the

university environment. The stories of experiences with barriers and supports

suggest that the interaction these students have with the university is not always

effective, and is not consistent across every case. The way some disabred

students observe the barriers that they themselves don't face indicates their

broader consciousness of the social construction of dísability.
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Chapter Nine: Advice for Students with Disabilities from Students with
Disabilities

The main intention of this research is to inform the creation of accessibility in the

postsecondary context. Documenting student experiences of disability is only

one part of arriving at sound recommendations. ln my ethnographic approach, r

considered the participants to be essential and invaluable experts on what is

working for them and what is not when it comes to accessing their postsecondary

education.

ln the interview context, I asked each participant what they would like to

see changed to make their university experience more accessible, and what

advice they would have for other students who experience similar challenges.

What follows is a series of specific advice for students with disabilities from the

participants. I have purposely left out continuity in the presentation of this advice

in order to emphasize the diverse experience of the participants. I have

purposely left my analysis of these selections until the end in order to provide a

list of advice that is less academic and more usable by the readers who are

themselves students with disabilities.

Use the Servrces Ánd Resources Available
Brian: lf I could sort of say to you what advice would you have togive to other sfudenfs with disabilities as they come tó tnl,e Ú of M,
would you have anythíng to say?

Lisa: Uh, definitely don't be afraíd úo use the seruices. / was kind ofhesitant to...

Brian: You mean just Dìsabitíty seruíces or other seruices on
campus?
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L_i1a:.l9ne-ciallv Dísabitity servrces. yeah, weil t mean specificatty
lisability services because that's basicatty tne onty òne I am
familiar with- IJm; because you're goíng to ,r, into probtems and
especially if it's like...even agaín ¡rit,s ãn invísible disability tike
ADD or something orsorne k¡nd of tearning ¿¡iaøl¡ti, aoi,t feer you
have to have sorne kind of you know, vísíb-le ¿¡saøníty like it,s juít avalid.disability as you know, someone who ís btind or deaf. The
servrces are there for you because you shoutd have an equar
oppot'tuníty to have an education. And if you need sòme extra help
or íf you need so/7?e extra time, you know, writing "ià*, or fesfs orsomething like that, take it. you know, even thoLgh the prof mightgive.you a funny look or..something tike that, in thá 

"na 
in"y

can't -..well sometimes they do.. .they're not suppo""J ro mark you
any different. Um, and...

Brian: What about ger¡ory! strategies? Woutd you have any
advice on that for students?

Lisa: uh, personar strategíes. Form a good--make sure you have
supportive friends and íf they're not supportive then they;re not
really your realfriends. IJm, make sure you have a good,
supportive home envíronment too and if-you don,t yiu know, there,s
ways of getting around that too because it all comes into play whenyou.|9 d.oing a degree especiatty if you've got extra needs, then it
really sfarfs to come into play, i¡me- management, any kínd of thing
Iike that.

Brian: what about any advice you'd have to give to othersfudenfs
who were just starting who haie disabilities?" Do you nur" uny
advice to give to them about their university? 

r - -'

carlo: The advice I could probabty gíve to them is look for the
se¡vice as soon a: you get invorved, you know? Try to uh, identifyyourself with uh, fhose servrces that are there for síudents with
disabilities. And uyt, yeah, mainly that. So it will help, you know?
lf you ask a new student you doi't know, tike you ha've-those things
ava.lþpb for you. Like at the beginning t didi,t nnoi øut then t said
wgll .l h.av9 this problem and then cheõk with them. That what t
sta¡led when I came here, you know, r was 100 perc;ent sure it wasgoing to work for me. uh, because / was thínkiig mãyne there,s
more helpful for people wíth other types of disabltítiei not just, tm?u!' .um, peopre.us.uaily.see peopre with disabirities somebody
who's ín a wheelchair and stufi like that, you rnowi 

-s-o, 
those iype

of recommendations for other pàipi", you know? or handicapped
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people or whatever, you know. But then once I got enrolled there
and I stafted getting the seruice, I was surprísedl.

Brian: . -.what advice would you gíve to just any new student
coming in?

Nicola: With a dísability tike mine?

Brian: Yeah.

Nicola: Lay it on the line. ...Just be straightforward.

Brian: To everybody? Or just to specific people?

Nicola: well definitely with the professors. /'ye told some,
depending on if they've notíced something, and they,re like what,s
going on. a couple of classmates, even lnough they donT really
lurg lhe abilíty to hord a pen in that do, so yõu go írom teft handed
to right handed to right handed in the middie ofâ sentence, and its
kind of notíceable.

Treena: probabry my best advíce to anybody um, rike new
students.. .anybody, anyone, fhose prois the reason why they come
fo c/ass rs because we're there and because we pay an arm and a
leg to go to schoor and you k1ow, they work pr"ay mucn for you
and you know if they have office houis and you hâve a question,
go.

Be Prepared for Difficulty, But do Not Accept Defeat-Be persistent
Brian: w-hat wourd you tert a student who was coming in, just
starting fresh, who had any dísabitity, not necessarity otoz

Nicola: Be prepared for heil.

Brian: As a dísabred student, be prepared for heil.

Nicola: yeah.

Brian: How come? What,s the biggest demon?

Nicola: The unknown. Not knowing how peopre are goíng to react.
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Geanette: I mean the main thing r would say rs don,t accept defeat.
Because if you failed an exam because you stayed up last night
partying and you walked into the exam hatf three sheefs to tie
wlnd, then you probably dese¡ved to fail and that's fine. If you
studied your ass off. You know you did everything right aid you
walked into that exam and didn't do well, then you nãed b aãvocate
for yourself. Are your accommodations the best accommodations
for you? ls that realty the best seruice that you can get? should
you be getting other thíngs? you know, is that tne rignt c/ass for
you? was the profs exam fair takíng ínto account your disabilíty? I
would...l mean the main thing t woui¿ say to any síuient is
advocate for yourself. Take a good long took ai yourself, see ff
your místakes are because you're being lazy or stupid or doing
something wrong, or is it because something that isn,t fair, thãt,s
unjust. And if ít is something that isn't fair, õr unjust, then advocate
for yourself, or get the suppor-t to advocate for yolu'rself. And just
do what you have to do, you know.
Norma: To hang in there and they're goíng to come up agaînst a tot
of negativity and you would be díscouragãd more so ihan the
average person, but justtry and be strong and hang in there. And,y!! know, they have a dream and aim and purpose for what they,ie
doing, try and stíck with ít. And just uh, be yourself ....

Brad: I would really suggesf tike any c/ass |ve spoken to, or I
spoke to [a section of lntroduction to lJniversity for students with
disabilitiesl /asf sepfe mber and I've also spoke at the seminars líke
the first day seminars at Disabitity seryrces, I,ve always sfressed,
you know, don't be afraid to ask for help first of att. ñever be afraid
to ask for help. And number two, if you can't get that help, don,t be
afraid to ask somewhere you can go to get ít,ând number three
don't be afraid to fight to get that help.

...Yeah- And you know what, Ithink embrace your disability and
own it.

Brian: What does that mean?

Brad: what that means to me, you just need to understand it and
understand that you do have limitations and you will things that you
can't do, ít does not make you any /ess of a person or it does not
belittle you as a person or a student or anything else. you just
need to know workarounds foo, and setf pity ís-not reaily an option,
for me anways, from my perspective, I mean self pity is not a...
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Brian: ...not a constructive solution.

l.rad: No, exactly. Yeah that's a perfect way of putting it, because
it's not really goíng to get you anywhere.

Brian: what would you telt somebody, sitting across from you who
had a similar problem but was níneteen or{wenty?

Larissa: Don,t gíve up.

--.1 would advise this person not to give up. I would advise them
that if you need any hetp come and tatk to me because l,ve been
there and I've been through it. Go tatk to Student Advocacy. Don,t
be afraíd- lf you have a concern or an lssue then have your voice
heard. That's your ríght.

.--You iust feel so alone. You're not alone. There are people that
have gone through that and there are people who can'hetþ you.
There's people who are able to hetp not onty in Disabitity iservrces
but Student Advocacy. You can tatk to fhese people aid even if
you just want to go to there and cry on a shoulder or grumble to
them or curse and swear you know, at least you havã someone
who will listen to you.

Stay Dedicated to Your Sfudies and Know your Limits
Brian: What about advice to other students? Like if you could so¡f
of uh, the new sfudenfs who have similar kínds of problems. Some
of the kínds of disabilities that, um, what advíce would you have to
give them? If any?

Robert: um, go fo c/ass. (taughs) Don't skíp it. Don,t drink and
what not.

lrian; would you have any advice to give to somebody who was
just staftíng a program who had a aisãøitityz sorf of sfã ñing a
program.

serge; well if they had a disabífity tike my own well for that matter,
because I can't judge any other kind of disabílities, líke I don,t know
what it's líke to be blind. I don't know what it's like to be in a
wheelchair or, yorJ know, so I can't...but ín terms of disabilítíes
similar to mine and l'll classífy them as neurologicat conditions, ok?
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Brian: Yeah.

serge; uh, my first and foremost advice would be don't take a futt
course load. You know, get used to it. Get a feel for it. see what
you can handle because ultimately I think that if the student takes
on too much, it just spe//s disaster, you know, it,s a one way ticket
to failure, I know it, I know it. And I was wise enough or fortunate
enough or lucky enough to decide not to take a full course load and
I think that's the only reason why I managed to get through first
year ok. And uh, I made up most of those courses through spring
and summersession so ít really didnt make any difference ín how
many credits I got over the year or not much actualty. I ended up
getting twenty-five credit hours by the end of the year which ís
almost a full course load anyway. so lwas satísfíed with that but t
had to stretch it out including spring and summersession. well, ok,
so I had to study during the summer, well c,est Ia vie, right? But t
think that the biggest advíce I would give to anyone uh,-be they a
mature student of someone with disabilities is don't take on too
much. Get used to it. Get a feelfor it and see how much you can
handle before you uh, and see what the obsfac/es are and see how
demanding it is to be dealing with before you think that you can
conquer the world.

Brian: lf you were sitting ín front of yourself and an eighteen year
old was sitting her, what advice would you gíve her?

Charlotte: Don't go to school.

...Being rich would be a suggestion, Iike wín the lottery before you
go to school so you can afford to buy allthe shit [you need] and use
it ríght away.

...Get a sugar daddy.

Become Familiar with Your Righfs
Brian: what um, what can you tell me um, other advice you,d have
for other sfudenfs comíng ín for the first year?

I nez: With disabitities?

Brian: Yeah.

lnez: Know what your rights are.
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Brian: What's the best way of finding those out?

Inez: Go to Disability Services. I titeratly every year ín my teaching
I illicit information from sfudenfs about disabítity related rssues.
Yeah, you can tell me anything. If you've got a problem, I can,t fix it
íf I don't about it

Summary

Several important features emerge when consideríng the advice participants offer

to other students with disabilities. First, the notion of perseverance ín spite of

difficulty comes out loud and clear. The narratives of resilience I spoke about

earlier are echoed in the advice given by participants. The message is evident-

"it was tough for me, and it will be tough for you, but if I made it, then you can

succeed as well". The sentiment suggests that the participants want others to

see that the challenges are difficult but not impossible. For some students

(Charlotte and Nicola for example), the advice given not only reflects their past

difficulty, but also conveys through cynicism a feeling of discouragement. For

charlotte this cynicism is delivered with some humor ("get a sugar daddy").

The second feature that emerges about participant advice is how some of

it could just as easily be offered up to other students without disabilities. From

the simple yet effective strategy suggested by Robert (attend class) to more

global approaches recommended by lnez (know what your rights are); the advice

is not necessarily disability-specific.

The final feature I want to draw attention to here is the way participant

advíce reveals participant expertise. Each participant is training at university to

become a professional of one kind or another. The professíonal skills gained in a
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university program include discriminating judgment, the ability to articulate

strategies in linear and coherent ways, and the ability to synthesize past lessons

to come up with innovatíve and origínal thoughts. These lessons are all evident

in the advice of participants and in the way which that advice is expressed.

By interacting with the GBE of the university, the partÍcipants have

produced advice for other students in similar situations. They have acquired this

abílity for many reasons: their educations, theír personal struggles, and their

sensítivity to the needs of others. sMT suggests that disability is best

understood in terms of how people are made disabled by their socially

constructed envÍronments. What is interesting about my participant group is that

through this interaction they bring their own agency to the social construction of

the GBE.
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Chapter Ten: Conclusions

The outcome of this research project has been a rich documentation of the

narratives of postsecondary students with disabilities at the University of

Manitoba. The emphasis in the interview-based documentation is on the

relationship between the disability experience and the academic experience.

The value of participants' experiences and expressions to inform the creation of

more accessible university environments is beyond doubt. Two specific

conclusions emerge from my research and analysis.

Sfudenús as "Acces s-Builders,,

Postsecondary students with disabilities are in and of themselves a huge

resource for creating supports and removing barriers. The training afforded this

participant group, and the life experience required to access the training to begin

with are two important features of these people's resourcefulness. ln addition,

many students at university have a great deal of initiative and determination

when it comes to makíng their programs work for them. lf tools (in the form of

policies and resources) are available to students, many will use them to create

supports by themselves and for themselves. More than this, many students will

create supports and access for others by working to do the same for themselves.

The Grand Built Environment of a university education is a complicated

landscape which students must navigate in order to achieve their academic

goals. This environment is social, temporal and physical. These three

dimensions are socially constructed-in other words they are constructed by

people in relation to each other. By this conception, an admissions requirement
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is of the same ilk as a bathroom stall. Both are artificial (made by people in

society and not naturally occurring) and both are encountered by people.

The place of disability in this complex multi-dimensional environment is

socially constructed as well. Many players have something to say about

disability, and many players define it for others. social Model rheory

emphasizes the definitions, meanings and interpretations of human biological

reality as the focus of any enquiry into understanding disability. Of critical

importance among these definitions and meanings is the biomedical

categorization and administration of disability. lt is this categorization that all

disabled students must encounter in order to receive any kind of disability-

specific accommodatíons at the University of Manitoba. Disability and the

disability experience are intenryoven with the socially constructed environment of

a university in a way that is lived out by índividual students "on the ground,,.

Being on the ground in the environment of a university presents muttiple,

complex challenges to students with disabilities. Many challenges are a

combination of social, temporal and physical dimensions instead of being just

physical or only temporal. Students with disabilities can feel overwhelmed as

they encounter barriers that come from so many places and overlap in so many

complicated ways.

Expanding the Concepts of SMT and the GBE

Students wíth disabilities are part of the social construction and reconstructÍon of

the GBE of the university. At the same time that students encounter this

environment, they also are part of it, and contribute to parts of its ongoing
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construction at var¡ous levels. Herein lays a paradox: the complex university

environment can be both overwhelming and contain barriers while

simultaneously being a toolkit for students with which to create access.

when it comes to understanding how social Model rheory works, we

must consider the interactions between disabled people as social actors and the

environment built by allsocial actors. Disablement through socially constructed

environments of time and space is not a one-way process. As the participants'

narratives suggest, the presence of agency, resistance and cooperation provide

access in the same way that disablement is created-by constructing it in

society.

To be sure, the process of socially constructing access is possible but not

necessarily simple. The social relationshÍps in which the constructíon of

access/barriers occurs are influenced by the varíable (and sometimes unequal)

distribution of status, authority and resources. Yet, as people with disabilities

acquire these advantages through university education, they become more able

to assert their needs and engage in the construction of their GBE.

Míchael Oliver (2004) has suggested that the Social Model of Disability is

not actually a theory or a concept. He argues that too much time has been spent

in the past twenty years on how the model works and where its value lies (Oliver

2004). Instead, Oliver asserts that more effort should be made to use the model

in the practices of research and service provision (oliver 2oo4).
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To be clear, the characterization of the Social Model of Disability as a

theory is not a problem for me. No theory can explain everything, and every

theory can be changed when new data comes to light that is not explained by the

theory as-is' Yet Olíve/s advice can be heeded; SMT can be implemented in

research and polícy as much as it can be built on through the same process.

The Social Model emerged from the thoughts and experiences of people

with disabilities, and therefore it makes sense that people with disabilities should

be among those to develop the modelfurther. My research has demonstrated

that citizens (in this case, students with disabilities) are already engaged in this

development whether or not they characterize it that way. Moreover, they are

involved in the development of the model not through analysis and study, but

through their actions as social agents.

So what does all of this mean? First, by expanding the Social Model of

Disability to include actions by social agents (disabled people), we open the door

to accepting things like resistance, advocacy and cooperation as part of how

disability is conceived of and defined. secondly, expansion of the model to

include agency of disabled persons can help us identify the limits of this agency,

and we can then focus our efforts more efficiently when we are trying to create

accessible Grand Built Environments.

The Anthropology of Disability

This research fits into the landscape of previous such studies in a variety of

ways. First, I have asserted that the experience of disability is one of

interpersonal interaction, or inter-subjectivity. The notion of disability as a fluid
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and dynamic socially constructed/reconstructed culturalfeature is evident in my

research. secondly, I have explored the reality of agency in the study of

disability. Students revealed themselves in my study to be social agents whose

decisions and actions place them in a dynamic relationship with disability in

society. Finally, my research brings anthropological notions of the "exotic othe/'

into the light of critíque and discussion. My participants were neither "heroes nor

víctims" (Frohlick 2005: personal communication). ln my research, participant

voices emerge as valuable and authoritative. At the same time, these people are

not reified or deified by my study.

ln short, I have studied disability with an anthropological lens. ln other

words, I considered the inter-subjective nature of social/cultural experience, I

addressed the nature of the agency displayed by the participants, and touched

on the idea of "disabilíty-as-otherness".

This research also complements other anthropological studies of

postsecondary education and disability. Like Holloway (2001) I have used the

semi-structured interview to explore student experiences with the university

environment. Thís author contributed to understanding disability and

postsecondary education in the UK. I have expanded such enquíry to include

Canadian experiences.

To be sure, other scholars have researched the Canadian experience of

university students with disabilities. Low (1996) focused her ethnographic

enquiry on the negotiation of multiple identities. l, on the other hand, have

focused on student agency and how this can be applíed to creating an accessible
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university campus. Finally, my research gets at the lived experiences of students

with disabilities as told from their point of view. Such an investigation

complements more quantitative social research of Canadian students with

disabilities by researchers such as Hill (1992).

By utilizing qualitative methods and involving applied dimensions, and by

focusing on a canadian university, my research complements existing

investigations of disability in anthropology. ln terms of broader anthropological

understandings of disability and disablement, I have produced a novel

contribution. Two key themes in anthropological understandings of disability

include the notion of disability as "social liminality" (Murphy, l ggg; Willet, 2001)

and the notion of disability-as-social construction (lngstad, 1gg5).

Regarding the first theme, líminality, my research suggests the presence

of a social "micro-liminality". ln otherwords, some of the participant experiences

show identities in transition and how this transition relates to being disabled. yet

this liminal state of disability did not seem to significantly transcend and engulf

the identitíes of some of the participants' lives outside of university. The micro-

context of the university experience seems to carry with it (for some students) a

social micro-liminality. lt bears mention that the status of being a university

student can easily be seen as liminal as well. When considering disability-as-

liminafity, my research suggests that there may be multiple liminalites that come

in to play in the cultural experiences of disability.

My research provides weight the notion of disability-as-social construction.

ln the same way health and illness have been widely characterized by
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anthropology as socially constructed, so too has disability. My research

highlights aspects of personal experíence that are variable and self-aware when

it comes to the meaning of disability. For example, students with disabilities

sometimes regard themselves as disabled only inasmuch as this provides them

with access to necessary suppoÍs in the postsecondary context. As well, the

narrative of disability varíes so greatly across the fifteen cases in this research

that disability can perhaps be considered as "personally" constructed as well as

socially constructed. Finally (and as I have mentioned before), disability is

revealed in my research to be not only socially constructed, but socially re-

constructed by disabled people themselves.

Limits of the Study

The limits of the research are probably most evident when considering the

diversity of the many specific experiences of disability, and many other social

experiences such as race, class and gender. while I have highlighted how these

categories of experiential diversity emerged for participants in the research, I was

not able to dig very deeply into each.

The postsecondary environment in general and University of Manitoba in

specific are experienced by many more people than just students with

disabilities. The non-disabled student experience of postsecondary education

was something I did not explore beyond more than just a cursory mention. lt

would be of interest to compare the experiences of students with and without

disabilities at university.
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Finally, the recruitment strategy employed to collect participants may have

excluded some people: those people who have disabilities but do not access

services on campus, those who do not frequent the spaces on campus or belong

to the mailing líst, and those who are disabled, but who are not as confident ín

their articulations and the worth of their experiences may have been left out of

the research group. Because there is no formal list available, it is impossible to

telljust how many potentiar participants were in the popuration.

Recommen d ati on s for F u rth er I nvesti g ati on
Although this research project has limits, it also opens up a variety of questions

and suggests several avenues for future study.

The perceptions and understandings of disability and disabled students

among faculty, support staff and administration at a university.

The experiences and careers of postsecondary students who have been

working as professionars rong after their university experience. How does

the in-program experience compare to the in-career experience of people

with disabilities?
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31-year-old man, single with no children, BEd program.

44-year-old man, married with children, BSC program.

44-year-old woman, single, no children, BA program.

31-year-old woman, single, no children, MA program.

48-year-old woman, married, no children, phD program.

19-year-old male, single, no children, BSC program.

23-year-old woman, married, no children, BA program.

32-year-old woman, married with children, BSC program.

24-year-old woman, single, no children, MSC program.

36-year-old woman, single, no children, BFA program.

4O-year-old woman, married with children, BA program.

71-year-old woman, married with children, BA program.

21-year-old male, single, no children, BA program.

44-year-old male, married with children, BEng program.

18-year-old woman, single, no children, BA program.
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Appendix 2: Form for lnformed Consent

Form for INFORMED CONSENI
Research title: Facing Challenges on Campus: The Experiences

of Posfsecondary Sfudenfs with Disabilities
Principal lnvestisator (Pl): 

?,::r""nO 
Phone:

Please take your time to read this form carefully, and feel free to
ask any guesfions.
Audio-taped and large print versions of this form are available
on request.

You are being asked to participate in a research study. you
qualify for participation if you are 18 years of age or older, and if you
identify yourself as a person with a disability. lf you voluntarily agree
to participate, you will be Ínterviewed about your experiences as a
postsecondary student with a disability. The information collected will
be used by the PI in the completion of a Master of Arts program in
cultural anthropology at the university of Manitoba, and in the
creation of other publications such as academic articles. As well,
your contribution will help produce a policy recommendations report
on students with disabilities at the University of Manitoba.

The interview will last about one hour, and will take place in a
location that is acceptable to both you and the Pl. You may be asked
to attend optional follow-up interviews. lf you find that the one hour
interview is not long enough for you to explain your experiences, you
are welcome to spend more time with the Pl in that interview or in
successive interviews. You will be asked to spend no more than four
hours in this research project. As part of your interuiew, you will have
the opportunity to accompany the Pl on a walking tour of campus.
Walking tours are optional and may not be appropriate for all
participants. The walking tour is intended to help you better explain
your experience with specific campus locations.

lf you allow, your interview responses will be recorded as hand
written notes, and/or recorded on tape. All handwritten notes and
audiotapes will be kept under lock and key at the home of the pl.
only the Pl and the thesis superuisor (Dr. s. Frohlick) will have
access to the notes and tapes. Notes and tapes will be kept secure
indefinitely by the Pl for future analysis and scholarship. Your identity
will remain hidden in any and all materials produced through the
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scholarly analysis of the research data; pseudonyms will be used, or
responses will be presented in aggregate form.

This form is only part of the process of informed consent; your
continued participation should be as informed as your initial consent.
You are encouraged to ask for clarification at any time. Also, at any
time during your participation, you may withdraw from the study
without prejudice or consequence. During the interview, you may
refuse to answer any specific question(s). A copy of this consent
form will be left with you for your records.

This research is approved by the Joint Faculty Research Ethics Board of the University of
Manitoba.
lf you have any questions, comments or complaints about this research project, you may contact:
Margaret Bowman (JFREB Human Ethics Secretariat) at Q0\ 474-7122
Brian Schwimmer (Head, Department of Anthropology) at (204) 474-9361
Susan Frohlick (Thesis advisor, Department of Anthropology) at (204) 474-7872

Your signature below indicates that you have read and understood the above
terms of informed consent for this research study.

please check

please check

I agree to have my interview tape recorded.
I do not wish to have my interview tape recorded.
I agree to have my interview recorded in hand-written notes.
I do not wish to have my interview recorded in hand-written
notes.

I I agree to be contacted for a follow-up interview (you are
please check free to refuse to participate at the time of contact).

! I do noúwish to be contacted for a follow-up interview.
I wish to receive a copy of the policy recommendations report

n YfS n NO Contact info (phone or emait):

PARTCIPANT'S NAME (please
print)
PARTIC¡PANT'S
SIGNATURE:
PRI NCI PAL I NVESTIGATOR'S
SIGNATURE:
TODAY'S DATE:

tr
nnn
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Appendix 3: lnterview Schedule

1. Can you tell me about yourself?
a. Demographic information. (Age, gender, marital status, children,

ethnicity, employment, full or part time student etc.).
b. What are you studying at university?

2. Can you tell me about your disability?
a. How do you experience your disabiríty in the context of your

postsecondary education?
b. How does your disability experience in postsecondary education

compare with your disability experience in your life in general?
3. Why did you decide to come to university and study -?

a. Did your choice have anything to do with your experiences as a
person with a disability?

What do you plan to do once your program here is complete?
what sorts of things do you do outside of your life as a student (work,
sports etc.)?
Are the various aspects of your university education accessible to you?
what things if any help you to better access your university education?
lf you encounter them, what are the barriers to accessing your uníversíty
education?

L How close are these barriers related to your disability?
10'Are there any specific locations, procedures, or social contexts that create

barriers for you? (For example, specific buildingsi application forms;
campus events; class schedules).

11.Where do you find help if you are facing barriers to your university
education?

12.Do you have any personal strategies that help make your experience at
university a more accessible one?

13. How would you change things to make your university education more
accessible to you?

14-Do you have any advice to give other students wíth disabilities as they
engage their university education(s)?

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
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Appendix 4: Memorandum of Understanding

Memorandum of Understandinq

To: Janalee Morris-Wales, Coordinator, Disability Seruices, University of
Manitoba
GG: Dr. Lynn smith, student Advocacy/student Resources services,
Uníversity of Manitoba

Re: Research Protect: Facinq Challenges on Campus: The Experiences of
P ost-S eco nd a rv Stu dents w ith D i sa bi I i ti es

Hello,

As part of my Master of Arts program in cultural anthropology at the University of
Manitoba, I am conducting thesis research that documents the experiences of
postsecondary students with disabilities at the University of Manitoba. I am also
employed as a lead invigilator in the office of Disability Services at the Uníversity
of Manitoba. This memorandum explains how I will maintain my responsibilities
as an employee of Disability Services as I carry out my research.

lwill interview between 10 and 15 participants during my data collection.
Participation in is voluntary, and all participants will be required to give free and
informed consent (in writing) before they begin research interviews. A copy of the
form for informed consent is attached. With respect to solicitation of participants,
Janalee Morris-Wales has agreed to send an electronic invitatíon to a list of
students registered with Disability Services. ln addition, I will be inviting current
and former U of M students with disabilities who have become known to me
outside of my work with the Disability Services office.

As a lead invigilator at Disability Services, I am responsible to maintain the
anonymity and confÍdentiality of the students who are registered with the office.
Specifically, in encounters outside of my work in the office, I am to disregard the
identity of students I may know through their use of Disability Services (unless
said students initiate contact with me). Secondly, I must keep confidential any
information I have access to through the office (regarding specific students etc.).

Because my work with Disability Services places me in contact with
prospective research participants for my academic research, I must be clear:
While my presence and role at the office have been advantageous in gaining
acquaintance to prospective participants, I will in no way exploit this privilege in
ways that compromise the confidentiality of students who use the office services.
This means that, during participant solicitation, I will not use any lists or files to
which I have access through my employment at the Disability Services office.

My thesis research project has been given approval by the Joint Faculty
Research Ethics Board of the University of Manitoba. Please contact the Human
Ethics Secretariat (M. Bowman) or myself (Brian Barth) if you have any
questions.
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Thank you,
Brian Barth

PH:
E.MAIL:
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Appendix 5: Form for lnterpreter Confidentiality

Form for INTERPRETERM
Research title: r3ci7gChattengeson c@

Postsecondary Students witlt Disabiliies
Principal lnvestígator (pt): Brian Barth Phone:

E-mail:'

As an ASL interpreter.for participant(s) in thís research, you will have access to confidentialinformation' All participants have been advised that theú ¡oenfitiés will be kept anonymous duringthis research project. Alldata collected will be kept confidentiaiãno secure. your signaturebelow indicates that you agree to maintain the anänymiiv oi pã.tËipant(s), and that you agree tokeep confidential any and all ínformation revealed oúr¡nd tne inieiview process.

lnterpreter's Name (please

I nterpreter's Signature:
P rin ci pa I I nvestigato r's S ig n atu r 

--e.-_

Today's Date:
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FoTm foT TRANSCRI?TI

Research title: Facing chailenges on campus,' The Experiences
of Posfsecondary Students with Disaøit¡t¡es

Principal lnvestigator (pl): Brian Barth phone:

E-mail:

As research data transcriptionist in this research, you wi¡ have access toconfidential information. All participants have been advised that their identities
will be k9.o! anonymous during this research project. All data collected will bekept confidential and secure. nour signature beiow indicates that youigree tomaintain the anonymity of participant(i), ano that you ãgr"" to keep confidentiat
any and all information revealed during the interviéw process.

Transcriptionist's Name (please

Transcriptionist's

Principal I nvestigator,s Signatu re:
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Appendix 7: Recruitment poster

research study

"@gg,hallenges on campus: Th"
Experiences of Pgst-secondffiw¡th

Disabilities"

please contact me if

you are interested in

a one-hour interview.
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Appendix 8: Form for Ongoing Gonsent

Research title: Facing Challenges on Campus: The
Experiences of Posfsec ondary Sfudenfs
with Disabilities

Principal lnvestigator (Pl): Brian Barth
Phone:
E-mail:

Re: Your continued consent to participate in the research Facrng Challenges
on Campus: The experience of postsecondarv students with disabilities.

Hello,

As some of you may know, I have been hired as Accessibility Advisor at the
office of Disability Services at the University of Manitoba. This position gives m
privileged access to documents regarding student accommodations and disabilities.
I am writing to inform you that your past participation in the research will in no way
impact your services at the DS office. Moreover, only the information you provided
in the previous interview context will be used in the research-my privileged access
to student information will in no way be used for this research project.

Finally, you have the right to withdraw your participation from this research
study in light of the Pl's (principle investigator's) new capacity as Accessibility
Advisor. Please take the time to sign this page and check the box which indicates
your continued participation or withdrawal from the research.

n I agreeto continue parficipation in the above-named research project
(Your continued parficipation does not mean that you willbe contacted for

fuñher interuiews. Your interuiew data will be analyzed and included in the final
research fhesis and other publications. The same anonymity and confidentiality
provrsions still apply-refer to the earlier form for informed consent).

tr I do not agreeto continue participation in the above-named research
project
(Your interview data willbe disqualified from the research and willbe

destroyed).

Today's date:

Participant Name þlease print):
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Participant Signature:
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9: Recruitment lnvitation

Hello,

You are invited to participate in a research study on students with disabilities atthe university of Manitoba (tifled "Facing challenges on campus: The
Experiences of Post-secondary Studenis with Diõabilities"). Vo, 

"r"Lligible 
toparticipate if you 

"lg.lB 
years of age order, and if you ideniify your."Èåà 

"person with a disability.

lf you.agree to participate, you will be asked for a one hour interview about your
experiences as a university student with a disability. lf you require, l*g" print oraudio-taped versions of all text materials can be piovioé0. As well, ¡r väi requirean ASL interpreter: one will be provided. lnterviews will be conducted at alocation and time that is comfortable for both you and the researcher.

Please contact me if you are interested.

Brian Barth
email: 

.

Phone
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